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WILL TEST
WIFE'S COURAGE




MONEY TO WHITE'S VICTIMS
'WILL TO BE INTRODUCED
MONDAY AS EVIDENCE
BY DELMAS.
$7s.000 Left for the Care of .Girl
Victims of the Monster,
White
NCV4 York, Feb. 9.—The nature of
District Attorney Jerome's cross-ex-
amination .of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw,
t.lio has already spent two days on
-the witnese stand in the defense of
hex topthand. was the principal subject
of chicession when court adjourned
Yesterday until Monday 'morning.
Mrs. Thaw's direct examination has
otitinued almost without interruption
tot to days. and there is no sign of
tio climax, lb,: moment %then the
• torney for thc defense will turn her
oser or the tender mercies of the dis-
tort attorney for cross-examination.
Dcult Prohligea.
The district atiorenp has a difficult
emblem to fans in this cross-examina-
t on. With the truth or 'falsity of the
%terms the %saltless ha, teetifted she
oast her husband he has nothing to
do The statement that she told him
these things. Me. Jerome cannot pos.
• dts,preMe. HIS strongest chance
ii aro,s-exanunation is .to make her
bttatihk. iii the story as she has told
It with the gentle guidance .if her
hasband's attorneys, or admit telling
(Aker things about her past life whch
would tend to minimize in his mind
!be effect nit the story of her refs-
tains with s Stanford White. He can
,ntroduce evidence. if he has it, gen-
, rally affecting her credibility as a
• 'tress. but as for the man state-
,teots in her testimony—the stories
,shich made her recital perhaps the
iiiteit striking ever hoard in a court
le this city—Stanford Waite himself
i he were alive. could no; on the
yitness stand and deny them. The
point in the case is not as to the
i:uth of these stories, but as to their
erfect on Thew's mind
Impressed on Jury.
I hi, fact was impressed on the jury
se.terday when the court, at the re-
roicat of the district attorney, inform-
ii the jury that under the law, the
prosecution could not introduce evi-
dence with the object of disproving
in y 'statement that Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw has ntadc, except the statement
that she has told her husband all the
things she has testified to.
That Mr. Jerome will strenuonsly,
object to the further introduction of
wt he termed "tattling of the Ten-
derloin" was plalnly shown yesterday
when ho claimed, and was sustained
by the court, that as yet there has.
been no evidence to Mow that Thew
now, or ever was, insane,. and that
emit this was shown any mom of
thee- stories -wetiehl be entirely imma-
utial.. Tins Pining may bar any
other stones that Eweiyn Thaw may
t•ave to tell,uneil snob time as it has
)'u-en shown that there is a reason-
able doubt as to the proper balance
of Thaw's mind at the time of the
snooting.
Will Open Flood Gates.
..11 this is done, then the floodgates
:try likely to open for the admission
of almost anytihng that Thaw may
have told his wife or she told him.
or that the heard in any other. way
that to any. extent might have con-
tributed to the . vrthalancing of his
mind. Several attempts were made
yesterday to show that Thaw was
of unsound mind, but the-district at-
torney was successful in bloclatIg
them for the time being. Thaw's at-
totncy stated last night that Mrs.
Thaw would again assume the stand
Monday morning on direct examina-
tion,' but to what she would testify
they were not prepared to state.
Mrs. Thaw appeared yesterday in
the same costume she wore the day
'before. Her testimony was not so
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counsel for Thaw, will make a 
orous effort on blionday to introduce
Thaw's will in evidence. It is said
to be a remarkable document and is
believed to be strongly relied on by
Mr. Deimos to show the effect of
Thaw of the stories related to him
by Evelyn Nesbit. It is said to have
been writteo on loose sheets of pa-
partly typewritten and partly in
handwriting with many iiiterlinea
tions.
According to a report today the
w:11- is expected to show that Thaw
lived assassination and it is said
ofthat in it he ordered the sum
$S0,000 be devoted to the prosecution
of his assassin, or the investigation
of this anticipated assassination. Celle,
provisions is one setting aside a fund
of $75,000 for the care of women
whom he believed to have suffered
through Stanford White. The name,
of the women whom Thaw believed
to tare suffered arc reported to be
goyim in the will. It is also reported
that the will contains a provision for
the education of Howard Nesbit. Mrs
Thaw's brother, and that an allow-
ance was made for the care of Esc-
lyn's mother during her rife. The
income from the remained of the es-
tate was bequeathed to Mrs. Evelyn
Thaw.
• Disclosing the Will.
Cofteting the will, Mr Delmas
said:
"Your honor, es.. contend that in
proving the state of the mali a mink'
we hate to introduce the undoubted
cvirtence which tend, to show thot
fresh fuel added to the fire in things
the 'defendant he,ard from othe.-
sources. We will produce documen-
isry ..vidence executed by Thaw him
self showing his condition. I haws
no more &hire to defame the dead
Oat% the hying, and I believe my con-
duct ef this examination has shown
the I have ro desire to say one
wort . rainat the memory of Stan -
White that my duty does not
ccmpel me to say. My duty is or
the iivina'' .
1%, i.e.!, Yr. Jerome repl;eil:
"So tar we have not the sliehte•;
evidence in this case to show that
the defendant was ever of unsound
mind in his life. I submit that tine Suffering Greatly.
Mayor Yeiser continues sufferingis a *totter which comet well within from the mammoth carbuncle on histhe discretion of the court. If there back, and which had to be lanced. Al-ta evidence of the insanity of the de- though able to be out, the chief ear-!cadent ii shelild be introduced now
before this laas.: tattle of the ten-
derleiii goes on. tattle that under
the law we are not allowed to con-
cr(Arett '
Justice Fitter talil then took a Irani,
saying:
'If the eonti has any elitcretior in
this matter it ei anxious to exercise it.
The Lugnestiou of Mr. Jerome seenis
a graid one. I would suggest that
this ii the proter time for the intro-
ilitoiret of the esidence counssl re-
fers :o.'•
Justice Fitzgerald then explained to
the juty the provision of the law
which in cases where insanity is
pleaded as a defense prevents the
proeecution from controverting any
.eatements nhich have been made t,
tkis affict, whether true or not.
Mr DCIMS/4 Chen tegan the intro-
e:iiction of a number of papers. Among
se..eral oarers !tented to the witness
t., .dere..ty was Mary Thaw'. will,
in is bleb he is aaiti to have left all
his t roperty to his wife. Ws. Taaw
.eeettiod the tatiewriting of the lc•
ter:dart on the papers. Mr. Jerome
sent tocr the papers with the vot-
ress. both bending their beads i. w
terether over the doh to the rteht'
of the so ness chair. A full half hoar
we: coniumed in the examination of
the paters. which finally were to:m-
olly marked a, exhibits.
Mrs. Thaw was then excused tem-
porarily to allow Miss Frances E.
Pierce to be called to identify her
signature as a witness to the papers.
It developed from Miss Pierce's
testimony that one of the papers in
discussion was the wiH- of Harry
Thaw. Both wills were executed on
April 4, Kos. the day of Harry Thaw's.
marriage in Pittsburg.
Miss Pierce identified her signature
and said on cross-examination that 
front, only to find a tramp hadsame condition as when signed. Heshe matters in the wills as introduced 
climbed on there at Fulton to stealsustained Mr. Jerome's objection.was in them when she appended her
name. • Mr. Deimos then offered in evidence a ride, but the rapidty of the train
the sole page, leaving out all inter- hl lie cold air nearly froze, him, soMr. Jerome declared the wills had 
he had to come out of his 'hidingmany inteiiineations, additions, etc.. lineations. To this Mr. Jerome ob-
in various handwritting. He thought jected and again the court sustained place•
all these changes should be proved the objection.
before the papers were received in
evidence.
Justice Fitzgerald upheld the ob-
jection and ruled, the wills ont. The
defense noted an exception.
Adrulaaibility Argued.
Mr. Delmas -argued that the (loci!.




HURT BY PLATFORM FALL-
ING ON HIM.
ENGINEER BONNER RESTING




kr. Theodore Schaeffer Painfully
Burned Hand on Boiler Flue at
I. C. Shops
hlineber Dan Bailey of the Central
station fire department, was painfully
hurt on the left leg yesterday just be-
fore noon while lifting the big plat-
form which surrounds the stove at
the stationhonse on North Fourth
street. The wooden affair fell on him
and tore the Mesh irons his lower
limb, for distance of about one foot
near the knee. Although causing him
much pain, he remains at his post of
duty.
Resting Very Well,
Engineer Smith Bonner of the
Illinois Central railroad, is resting
well at his home on Jackson street,
and will be able to resume his engine
next week. The officers 'have not yet
taught the negro brakeman John
Long. who stabbed Engineer Bonner
several nights ago, and also cut the
latter's head by the chimney of the
lantern be whacked Mr. Bonner with
several times. The injuries arc not
serious, but he keeps in the house tep
preventscontracting cold in the gashes.
clutivc walks like a hunch-back to
keep the clothing from rubbing hard
on the afflicted part of his back
Burned Hared Painibily.
Ur. Theodore Schaeffer of the Illi-
nois Central railroad shops, was bad-
ly burned on the right hand yesterday
While at work. He was stooping to
look underneath an engine, when he
lost his balance, and pitching forward
his hand struck a red-hot boiler flue.
painfully burning hint
Injured Men Here.
Mr Clark aVallace has been ar•aight
here from near Elva. Marshall coun-
ty. and placed iit a private ward at
Riverside hospital for treatenint of his
broken leg, the fracture reduced being
of a compound nature.
Wallace is the young inan who
came here several days ago, got mar-
ried, and then started back to Elva
with his bride, when his hat blew
off while standing on the rear plat-
form of the outgoing N.. C. di St. L.
train. He jumped off the flying pas-
senger to recover the headgear. when
hie leg was fractured.
Fired at Burglars.
'About 2:30 this morning, burglars
were heard working at the rear door
of 'Squire Sears' store in Tyler, and'
one of Scars' boys procured a pistol
and fired several shots, one of which
is thought to have taken effect. The
police are searching for burglars
There were 363 stock and 234 mu-
tual fire insurance companies in the
United States January r, ono
SAN FRANCISCO BOARD COMMISSIONERSOF EDUCATION YIELD MEET TOMORROW
Washington, D. C, Feb. 9.—It is stated that the San Francisco board
of education has yielded to President Roosevelt's demands and will ad-
niks the Japanese to the schools.
President Roosevelt is said to have told the Sari Francisco delegation
in very plain language that if the prohibition against Japanese children
was not withdrawn that it wonkl very likely mean war, and that the dele-
gation yielded merely because this fact was made evident, and to save





SET FIRM TO PLACE
Fire Caused About $so Los.s at the
Horne She Occupied—Place Only
Few Feet From Cartwright's
Saloon.
Minor Montgomery. colored, oi the
cottage in the rear of toaa Washing-
ton street, believes that someone set
fire to the building which was nearly
destroyed about to o'clock last even-
ing. She and others were in the home
whin startled to see blazes at the rear
and rushing out, they claim to have
noticed some strange man darting
dollen the alley way, running at break-
neck speed.
The budding is a small frame resi-
deice of two rooms and owned by
Mr. Jake Biederman, the grocer and
distiller The flames destroyed the
rcaa wall and roof of the dwelling, en-
tailiag a loss of only about iso. The
willies is of the opinion that the flee-
nip Man seen whet) she rushed out
had yet fart to the building.
ten nights ago fire destroyed
theroon of Fints Cartwriebt,mbieb
fa on Kentucky avenne, end Kliejss
this colored woman's home.
Mr. Cartwright is of the opinion that
tittliper;re set fire to his building also
WIFE KNOWN HERE
nd of Mrs. Charles L. Wilson
From Legs Being Cut Off.
Engineer Charles I.. Wilson of the
I.. and N. was last Thursday with his
train at Cumberland City. Tenn-,
when the engine got loose and
lurched forward with the train ill
such a manner the engineer ura;
thrown from the front platform of the
train caboose, and fell across the
tracks where both legs were cut off,
causing his death shortly thereafter.
He was of Paris. Tenn., 30 years of
age, and son-in-law of Rev. Warner
Moore. the Methodist divine formerly
presiding elder of the Paducah dis-
trict. Mrs. Wilson was formerly Miss
Nell Moore
LIVE DEAD ONE.
Faigineer Kelley Thought He Was
Looking Into Grinning Dead
Man's Face.
-
Thaw Evidence too Tough for Can- ""'"
Mr'. Sallie Crenshaw and Child Given
Ottawa, Ont.. Feb. et.—The post- Ticket to Deanfield, Ky.
waster general has been asked to de- 11111Pri
SENT TO RELATIVES.
adian Authorities.
was to be used to show the unsound
mind of the defendant it must be
positively shown that it was in the
Engineer Mike Kelley, of the Mem-
pills-Louisville run .'through this city
Its4 an awful scare a day or two ago.
G cing out of the cab while the en-
was going fifty miles an hour.
he noticed a pair of arms, then a face
and head appear on the front of the
ermine. Me feared he had run over
some one and the mangled body flew
im on the.front of the engine. Quickly
;topping the train, he hurried to the
••••••millboo
em•••••••••••:.
ny the use of the mails to all- local Mrs. Sallie Crenshaw and child
papers which printed the details of were yesterday given transportation
Thursday's evidence in the Thaw trial by the city officials to Deanfaeld,
in New York. The postmaster gen- 'Ky.. where she has relatives. She is
trot said (he had not -read-the report the woman whose husband sent iser
in the newspapers mentioned, hot the here last Monday from Carbondale.law was clear on the point and he Ill., telling her he would follow with
would see that it was enforced. Any taeir householdd goods, they intend-
newspaper publishing filthy evidence leg to move here. be remained here
of a trial in emit said he, would be all week waiting for him ,and the hus-
guilty ,of a misdemeanor tinder thelhand Rot showing am. she was helped






OVER HEAD WITH POKER
BY BILLINGSLEY.
•••
Court Dismisses the Warrant Charg-
ing Henry and Joe Johnson
With Desecrating Graves.
Hal Billingsley, the Sopth Third
street saloonist, was held over to the
grand jury in Simi bond as result
of his trial before Justice charles
Finery yesterday afternoon. Execut-
ing bail he was released until the
circuit court convenes.
The charge against hem is assault
and battery, and the complainant is
Marvin Po*, son of Mr. Lon T.
Polk, of the county. The origin of
the trouble dates back some months
ago when Billingsley and Polk had a
tight at a county picnic, and the lat-
ter threshed the saloonist. One day
seek before last Polk entered Bill-
ifigsley's saloon on South Third street
and got drunk. In staggering around
ate knocked over a step ladder, and
this brought on a word or two,. at
which Billingsley grabbed up a poker
and beat Polk over the bead several
tines before he could be pulled away.
-Justice Emery- had in try the case
in lhe city hall police court room on
account of his private office being too
small to accomodate the large number
ef witnesses, spectators and laeyers
attending.
Graveyard Warrant.
Justice Emery yesterday dismissed
the warrant charging Henry and Joe
Jobnson with desecrating a private
graveyard in the St. Johns neighbor-
hood of the county. Mrs. Tommie
Wallace got out the warrant which
accused the Johnson, of chopping
down a tree and letting it fall on
the graves. The evidence showed
they had taken down only a small
zapIrrig inside the, cemetery, and no
desecration occurred
M'CRACKEN DELEGATES
Those Named to Attend the Sheby-
vile Convention This Montle
The McCracken County Farmers'
Irstitute yesterday morning during
its meeting at the city hall, selected
tl.e following delegates to attend the
Kentucky Farmers' Institute which
opens a three days' session at Shelby-
ville, Ky., February 26: Robert H.
Noble, W. F. eradthaw. Sr., W. L.
Bower, C. K. Lomond, S. A. Fowler
and D. W. Coons.
During the meeting yesterday Mr.
Edward K. Bondds was named treas-
urer of the local institute to succeed
D. W. Coons.
POSTOFFICE NOTES.
Carriers Have Their Hardest Day
Next Thursday—Other News.
The hardest period in the duty of
a mail carrier come next Thursday.
which is St. Valentine day, and they
wiil have thousands of packages to
deliver.
The government will March r be-
gin selling one-cent stamps in books
of twenty-five, that can be carried
easily in one's pocket like the two-
cent books that have been sold for a
long while in twenty-five and fifty
cent packages.
A civil service examination was held
fo: free rttral delivery carriers yester-
day at the postoffice
SUCCESSOR:** OPICER DAVIE/
GLASS WILL BE CHOSEN
••—••••





George Bain, the River Steward. Had
to Be 14 J9c,n Hotel
Ref
The polic commissioners
meet tomorrow evening in monthly
session at the city hall, and transact
the business before them, the most
important of which will be election
of the patrolmen for the police depart
men% to fill the place made vacant
by resignation of Officer David Gime
several weeks ago. Me. Glass is a
railroad engineer and accepted the
position on the force the tirst of this
year. but in stwo weeks received the
offer of a fine position upon a rail-
b road away from here, and resigning
tthe patrolmariship, accepted the engi-
neer's rtiii W'hich he i• now hol&ng
down.
, Cursed Good Citizen.
Robert Jones, colored, was locked
up yesterday morning by Officer Sam-
uel Howell, on the charge of 'beanie
drunk and disorderly. The charge
was lodged by Professor II. F Lyon.
the former deputy sheriff.
fifr. Lyon was coming along at
Seventh and Bfroadmiy, when she
drunken darky staggered tip to him,
and without provocation commenced
cursing the venerable citizen, who
started to knock him down with liis
walking cane, but two other &wicks
took Tones away The latter continated
loudly curling Mr. Lyon who could
not find a policy's's* in sight, so fol-
1
lowed Jonet th Foorteenth and Clay
where Onieer Howell was found and
instructed to make the arrest, which
was done, the negro brought to the
hall, and warrant there isened on Mr.
Lyon's affidavit.
. Steamboat Steward.
George Bain, the well knoo a steam-
boat steward, was locked up last
night by Officers Cross and Johnson,
aa ta. eliarre of being drunk. Th.-
patrolman found him beastly intoxi-
cated down in the business part of
the city, and carried hint to hie hotel,
but the proprietor refused him, so
the steward had to be locked up. He
is the one oho was badly cut eome
months ago on the face by anothee
Mooching Charged.
Frank Sullivan, while, was locked
up yesterday by 'Officer Albert Sen-
scr, who released the accused once on
'his promise to do better. Stints-an
aas drunk and, begging of everybody
coming alongoear Fourth and Broad-
way. and Patrolniza Senser run him
ie.
Dull For Saturday.
The police found it very dull yes-
terday and hst evening, considering
it was Saturday, a day full of trouble
for the booze fighters and scrappers.
as ordinarily ahout a dozen arrests
are made before the Sabbath arrives.
A, it is *1y three catches were made
by the sustrohnen who find nearly all
on their „good behavior..
Drug Store Entered.
Shortly before 12 o'clock last night
burglars broke into the Huge drug
cetablishntent At. prelfth and Monroe
streets, but . Werittittlived away by par-
ties who heard them upstairs. The
thieves entered from the rear and
'left by the ,frsit until today
when the stoelc""Vf-'‘be gone over,
Will it he ascertained whether any-
thing was stolen.
Medals of honor for distinguished
gallantry in war in which the United
States Wa‘ Cliraqed :try held by 4a8
Americans.
TORE FLUE DOWN.
Firemen Will Not Be Bothered About
the Bad Flue Any More.
The fire departments were yester-
day morning again called to the house
at 32o Washington street to extin-
guish a small fire starting from the
defective kitchen flue that caused the
blaze- of several. days ago. In order
not' to be bothered again with the bad
flub the firemen took axes and tore it
down t;ti a new one will have to be
built. The residence is owned by I.
D. Wilcox and occupied by lome ne.
groes.
China and Japan between them prise










Mrs. Bettie Buckner of Eighth and
Jefferson was hostess for the regular
February session of the Daughters
of the Confederacy, who assembled
at her. elegant home Tuesday after-
noon, the attendance being very large.
Business of a routine nature was
up for consideration, and the ladies
concluded that a free will offering be
made at the March meeting, instead
et giving an entertainment. During
the aftectioon a closet instructive and
entertaining talk was made upon
"War Daya in Paducah" by Mra. W.
G. Whitef arid.
The paper by Mrs Laura, Fowler
on General Forrest was postponed
until the March gathering, she being
unable to attend this meeting. Some
aweet musical numbers were rendered
by Mks. Lelia Wade Lewis.
Mrs. Buckner served a dainty lun-
cheon at conclusion of the afternoon
Kalesophic Club.
Discussion of current events was
handled by Miss Faith Langstaff Fri-
day morning at the attractive session
held by the Kalesopbie club members
aids Miss Elizabeth Sinnott of North
Math. 'The Religious Plays" were
regaled as result of the fine paper
pat seated by Miss Ethel Morrow,
%hilt! Miss Philippa Hughes presented
"Miracle and The !stystery Plays."
The club holds each weekly meet-
iiat with Miss Sinnott during Fab-
▪ lar)
George Washington Cotillion.
A George Washington cotillion wall
he given the afternoon of February
n at the Eagles' Home hall by Pro-
feaaor Mahler to the members of his
dancing class, which include
about fifty children. Favors for tar
occasion will be cheries, flags, hat-




''St. Valentine's Day- nas in ample
evidence Wednesday evening at the
hospitable residence of Mr. and Mrs.
F. 1). Dunant of Adams street, they
entertaining a number of friends with
a unique awl attractive valentine
citique party. Profuse Were the ar-
rangements of this nature. comic vat-
erainea adorning the reception rooms,
while the dining hall was a dream of
beauty with its decoration of .ged
heart valentines.
Miss Flora Glauber captured the
halies' first prize, while that. for the
stench-man went to Mr. John Dipple.
The booby gifts went to Miss Flora
Pettit and Mr. F. N. Gardner.
A sumptious four-course luncheon
was enjoyed by the guests, who were:
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Starks. Mr, and
Mrs. George Katterjohn, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlea Fisher, MN. and Mts.
!hewn J. Jeffrey. Mr and Mrs. John
Dipple. Mr .and Mrs. F. N. Gardens:,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Sharer, Wr. and Mrs.
William J. Rye, Miss Flora Pettit,
KS% Flora Glauber, Miss Emma
Evening at Flinch.
Hiner was the enjoyable game in-
dalged in Tuesday evening baaa num-
ber of young people who were guests
ef Miss Flossie Like of South Sixth
The game was followed by refresh-
ments.
Those playing were Misses Mary
Cholson, Mayme Broyles, Lucy Ghol-
soli, Ruby Rudolph, Flossie Like, and




Metropolitan opera housa was given
by Mrs. Victor Voris Thursday af-
ternoon during the Magazine club
meeting with Miss Kathleen White-
field at the residence of Mrs. Birdie
Campbell on Broadway. The Out-
laok report consitcd of a resume of
"Miscongus Island" by Miss Frances
Gould. while "The Art of Gari Mel-
chers" was told of by Mrs. Dr. Ver-
non Blythe as taken from Harper's
The Saturday Evening Post on "How
To Bring Up a Boy" was spoken of
entertainingly by Mrs. Hal S. Corbett.
These present were charmed with a
beautiful vocal solo rendered during
the afternoon by Miss Julia Scott.
A delicious course luncheon was
aerved after the literary and musical
seasions that were held at the Camp-
hell home on account of the death of
the mother of Mrs. W. H. Pinkerton
who resides at Miss Whitefield's resi-
dence.
E. X. C. Executive Board.
Many important matters pertaining
to the different 'Daughters of the Con-
faderacy chapters over Kentucky were
discussed and delved into during the
meeting held Thursday by the execu-
aye board of the state U. D. C. with
MTS. Roy W. McKinney, president
of the Kentucky body. The morning
session was herd with Mrs. McKin-
pey at her home on \Vest Jefferson
street, while that for the afternoon
was conducted at The Palmer parlors,
and all Paducah daughters were in
attendance, the latter assembly being
in the nature of an open meeting.
Those here from afar were: Mrs.
jj.olut L. Weeaibury, v Lisuiss'ilie.Lliitory, art and luteraturc pertainina
state recording secretary: Mrs. War-
ten Srwan, of Murray, state histor-
iau; Mrs. James Pryor Tarvin, of
Covington, first vice president; Mrs.
J. W. Bua-nlill, of Madisonville;
Mrs. U. F. Saeklett. of Fulton; Mrs.
0. T. Eldred, of Princeton; Mrs. L.
MeK. Blakemore, of Hopkansville;
Miss Elizabeth Parker, of Murray;




Mr. Carl Bundesman of 515 South
Tenth street had a few friends as
tis guests Thursday evening to while
away several happy hours with a gen-
eral social, at which games and re-
treatments were indulged in.
Those there were: Misses Laura
Wagner, Hattie Young, Freda Dun-
bar, Mae Carter, ,Ansaie Bundesman,
Josephine Bundesman; Messrs. Clias.
Render. Arthur Williams, Harry
Kerr, Harry Switzer and Virgil Mont-
gomery.
highly pleased, as evidenced by the
cordial reception accorded him upon
his return dates. He is one of the
beat entertainers and readers in the
country. After Ins appearance Fri-
day evening at Murray, he returned
to hi, home in Lebanon. Tenn.
Carpe Diem Club.
The Misses Pieper of North Thlr-
teenth st. were the hostesses for the
happy evening passed by members of
The Carpe Diem club, which gathered
under that hospitable roof Thursday
evening and whiled away engaging
hours The residence was elegantly
decorated with an arrangement of
white and pink carnetiont. this color
tone continuing into the three course
luncheon aerved.
The lady's prize of a cracker jar
went to Miss Nitarse Roth. while the
tebacco jar for gentleman's gift went
to Mt. Joseph Roth Those there
were
Misses Marie Roth. Katie Grogan.
Maggie Lydon, Annie Harlan, Katie
Pieper, Minnie Pieper and Audrey
Taylor; Messrs, Joe Roth, Al Roth,
Joseph Roof, George Moller, Gas Le-
gray, Herman Toof. Clifford Black-
bun, and Oscar fele
—2—
Plower Carnival.
Very beautiful were the rehearsala
yesterday at the Eagles' Home on
Sixth and Broadway by those who
will take part in the gorgeous Flower
Carnival to be given next month at
The Kentucky by the Daughters of
the American Revolution, for bene-
fit of the fund out of which will be
erected the handsome drinking foun-
tain in the postoffice yard. All the
participants were at the drills yes-
terday and the figures and ideas were
very attractive and catchy. Professor
Mlahler, the widely known dancing
naaster of St. Louis, has charge of the
drills and dance rehearsals, and is
rapidly bringing his embrynoic ar-
tists down to a state of perfection, as
far as possible.
The greatest of interest is being
taken in the coming entertainment,
which will be greeted by a packed
playhouse and reflect credit on the
participants and promoters, the latter
of whom are making preparations of
a gorgeous nature for the affair.
Professor Mahler will hold the re-
hearsals every Saturday, and in order
to avoid confusion has arranged that
those taking part in the below irgn-
tioned drills and dances be present










Of a cultured and exceedingly rep-
resentative character was the assem-
blage participating in the mid-whiter
reception and "open meeting" con-
ducted Thursday evening by the
Delphic club ladies at Carnegie library
on Ninth and Broadway. The liter-
ary and - progressive club ladies were
out entnaase, and iinpresaeal their gen-
tlemen guests of the high standard of
avocation pursued by the organization
which tends to enchancement of lit-
erary arxl allied pursuits.
The assembly was .an invitational
affair, and the handsome library
abounded with Spanish decoratinna
appropriate too the occasion, as the
club women are pursuing studiea of
Daniel's Aepearances.
Tre appearance of Louis Spencer
Daniels Thursday were witnessed by
large audiences at the Washington
building auditorium on West Broad-
was, and in his never-failing manner
he furnished those present with a vast
fund of amusing features. In the
afternoon about 3oo were present, and
he delighted them in his Inimitable
=Toter with negro dialect, while at
the evening about 200 heard another
scries of these stories, accompanied ham end Miss Kathleen VV'hitefield
by a recitation of "Stringtown on for the programme, and Mesdames
The Pike," and it was fine. George C. Wallace, E. M. Post and
Mr. Daniels has entertained many C B. Austin for the decoratioin
Paducah audiences, which are always
Card Party for Visitor.
One of the most gorgeous and
beautiful card parties of the a inter
was the uttractive affair tendered
\Vednesday afternoon at The Pal-
mer by Mrs. Hubei MkKnight and
sister. Miss Sarah Sanders, in honor
of their sister-in-law, Mrs. William
D. Sanders of Columbus, Miss. It
was indeed a fashionable assemblage,
twenty-two tables being aurrounded
by elegantly costumed ladies, passing
away a grand afternoon. Much pleas-
ure was detracted by the inability of
the honored aisiitor to be pi-agent on
account of a sudden attack of la-
grippe.
The hand-painted chop dish for first
prize was taken by Mrs. J. Wheeler
Campbell on a cut with Mrs. Wynn
Tulley, while Miss Clara Park took
the lone hand trophy of a beautiful
hancl-painted plate. The Innek cloth
of much beauty was taken 34 visitor's
prize by Mrs. S. C. Green of Hender-
son. A fine brass candlestick was the
gift for the honored guest.
Misses Belle Cave and Kate Crum-
baegh punched for the games. which
were followed by a three course
luncheon enjoyed amid strains of
sweet music by the orchestral band.
The guests of the afterhoon were:
Mrs. R. H. Robinson, Mrs. Lela
Lewis. Mr.. Charles Thompson. Mrs.
Elizabeth Teasdalc, Mrs. I.. A. Wash-
ington. Mrs. Dan L. Van Culin, Mrs
Henry Rudy, Mrs. Saunders Fowler.
Mrs. A. R. Meyers. Mrs. Armour
Gardner. Mrs. Henry Gracey, of
Princeton, Mrs. S. C. Green, of Hen-
derson; Mrs. Eli Boone, Mrs. Henry
Thompson. Mrs. Frank Boyd, Mrs.
John Keiler, Mrs. Bertie Campbell,
Mrs. %V. R. McPherson, Mrs. Harris
Rankin, Mrs. Victor Voris. Mrs. R.
G. Terrell, Mrs. R. D. MacMillen.
Mrs. George Thompson, Mrs. Harry
McElwee, Mrs. Fred NfeElwee, Mrs.
Win. Marble, Mrs. George B. Hart,
Mrs. Allen Ashcraft, Mrs. Clarence
Sherrill. Mrs. Wheeler Campbell, Mrs.
C. C. Warren, Mrs. Harry Hinkle,
Mrs. Wynne Tully, Mrs. Robert
Reevee, Mrs. Edson Hart, Mrs. Al-
bert Foster, Mira. James Campbell,
Jr., Mrs. J. M. Worten, Mrs. Mary
Rieke, Mrs.' John Scott, Mrs. L. S.
Gleaves. Mrs. Ben \Vieille Mts. Milton
Cope, Mrs. I. D. Wilcox, Mrs. Hal
Corbett, Mrs. Will Gilbert; Misses
Nell Paxton, Sadie Paxton, Lillie Mac
McGlathery, Margaret Park. Clara
Park, May Owen, Jeannette Campbell
Mary Boswell. Ethel Brooks, Margery
Crumbaugh, Kate Crumbaugh, Eliza-
beth Sinnott, Belle Cave, Lillie Mae
Winstead, Corinne Winstead, Mildred
Terrell, Mabel McNichols: Clara
Thcrmpsona. lifinnie Ratcliffe, Mary
Scott. Nell Holland, Marjorie Bagby,
Sue Thompson, Aline Bagby, Prances
Terrell, Letitia Powell. Mabel! Hart.
of Henderson: Mary K. Sowell, Car-
line Sowell. Anna May Yeiser, Kath-
leen 'Whitefield, and Birdie Werafolk.
Several Hundred There.
Several hundred happy dancers en-
joyed the masque ball given Wednes-
day evening at the Red Men's hall on
North Fourth street. It was a jolly




Complimentary to the thit4eenth
anniver.sary of their wedding. Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Snyder entertained many
friends Wednesday at their home. In
-the afternoon the Ladies' Auxiliary of
the Knights of Columbus met at this
home, progressive euchre being par-
ticipated in. while that evening the
y clinger folks, were delighted at
cards and dancing as guests of Miss (Continued on rage Seven.)
hristina Miller, sister of Mrs.
Snyder.
Red and green were apparent in the





Club Members' Tacky Party.
A "Tacky party" was the form of
surprise entertainment accorded Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Hummel of 519 Har-
rison street Tuesday evening by the
young people comprising the social
club of the German Lutheran church
of South .Fourth. The club members
gathered at the handsome residence
of Colonel Fred Kamleiter on Ken-
tucky avenue, and in a body marc'haed
to the Hummel home where the host
and hostess were tendered the sur-
prise.
The costumes were of a varied na-
ture, Miss Annie Berger and MR.
Gus Weiman capturing the prizes for
donning the most ridiculous garb.
Thp evening was spent with unalloyed
joy indulging in many games and
other diversion, and partaking of the
dainty refreshments served.
Those there were: Mr. and Mrs.
George Witmer, Mr. and Mrs. George
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. William Bonier-
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Schmidt, Mr.
and Mrs. Birth, Misses Sophia Baker,
Katie Baker, Freda Dunbar, Hattie
Dunbar, Josephine Bundestnann,
Annie Bundesmann, Ida Neiman,
Elsie Hoewischer, Lucy Steinhauer;
Messrs. Gus Weirnan, Geo. Steinhauer
and the Rev. Mr. Benta.
Charming Missionary Tea.
The February Missionary Tea by
the Women's Auxiliary of Grace
church occurred Friday and was one
of the happiest and most joyful gath-
erings the women have held for many
months. Mrs, Alexander Kirkland
was the gracious hostess of the after-
noon, and presided during rendition
of the excellent program following:
Sketch of "Chinese Gordon —
Mies Bertie Nash.
Sketch of Bishop Ingle--Miss
Nellie Kirkland.
Sketch of "Progress of the King-
dom"—Mrs. George Thompson.
Entre Nous Club.
Miss Lillie MacVs'instead of Seventh
and Washington was hostess for the
Entre Nous dub meeting Thursday
afternaon, three tables being filled
with happy card players who whiled
away a charming afternoon as guests
of this cultured young woman.
On a cut with Miss Mae Owen the
club trophy was taken b Miss Nell
Holland, while that for the visitor
went to Mrs. David L. VanCulin, and
that for the best lone band to Miss
Letitia Powell.
A light luncheon was partaken of
at close of the contest.
The Cotillion Club.
The Cotillion club inensbera have
called in the german announced for
St. Valentine on Shrose Tuesday. The







Meets With Bliss Brooks.
Miss Ethel Brooks of North
Seventh entertains the Entre Nous
club Thursday afternoon
Sbrove-Tide Tea,
Tuesday afternoon the Charity club
will give a Shrove-Tide Tea at the
residence of hfro. George C. Wallace
of North Ninth street. The ten cents'
admission goes to charity work. while
during the afternoon a fine program




The Art Department has charge of
The Woman's club meeting Thursday
afternoon, February 21, at Grace
church parish house, and will make
it an "open session."
The Fhilatithronie Department, with
Mrs. games P. Sleeth chairman, is
distributing many nerindicals, maga-
zines and other publications for bene-
fit of those People not calling at the
Carnegia library. This department
has scattered them at Riverside hos-
pital, Home of the Friendless, county
fail, while they can also be found at
Pettit's drug store. Jesse Gilberts
drug gore in Mechanicsburg. and the
Union drug store.
No More Sessions.
The Carve Diem club will hold no
more meetings until after the Lenten
season.
Matinee Musical.
A miscellaneous program engaged
the time of The Matinee Musical club
ladies Wednesday afternoon at Grace
church parish house, Mrs. H. S. Wells
being the leader for the occasion. In
addition to the many instrumental
and vocal numbers MISS actinic Gil-
son read a tine paper dealing with
"Music During the First Tic, Years
of the Christian Era."
meeting Postooned.
The P. D. C. club meeting intended
for yesterday was postponed until
next Saturday afternon when the girls
will he entertained lay Miss Marjorie
Loving of Nfohroe street.
Given Surprise Party.
Miss Nora Haines; of 1320 Jackson
street was the recipient of a happy
surprise party tendered her by a num-
ber of friends Wednesday evening, at
which jolly time was had. .
Those there were: Misses alviala
Mills, Beulah Tua-ker, Mary Easly,
Mary Woodford, Nora R&11e3,
to that European country. Red and
I yellow were the color hues, draperies
of the latter tone and carnations of
red being profusely used.
In the library lecture room the
musical and literary program was car-
ried out. Mrs. Mildred Davis made
the address of welcome, which touch-
ed upon the club's work for Itio6-07
of touring Spain through medium of
their beneficial studies.
A violin quartette followed, render-
ing catchy Spanish airs, the Players
consisting of Misees Aline Bagby,
Kathleen Whitetield and Messrs.
John G. Miller, Jr., and Joseph R.
Grogan.
"The Moorish Invasion of Spain"
V6'45 then told by Mrs. Louis M. Rieke
Sr., while "The Serenade" as taken
from -The Spanish Student" was
sung by Miss Julia Scott with man-
dolin and guitar accompaniment by
her brothers, Messrs. Robert and Ed-
ward Scott. "I Love Thee. I Adore
Thee," was the rendition for their en-
core to whicii they responded.
Very attractively Miss Anna Webb
narrated portions of "Spanish Gypsy"
as compiled by George Eliot.
The fine programme was followed
by the reception which occurred in
the handsomely furnished quarters
utilized by the ladies as their club
room, the refreshment table center
piece representing a Spanish flag in-
terwoven with the prevalent colors,
while dainty carnations effectively set
off many points. Maraschino cherries
topping orange icing were served, ac-
companied by individual cakes with
red and yellow icing, the output of
Benedict's at Louisville.
The reception and attendant feat-
ures were the most entertaining con-
ducted for months, the social feeling
being apparent everywhere, and the
guests treated to a royal time.
The committee in charge was Mes-
dames Alonzo R. Meyers, Frank Par-
the
STYLES v;4.,
"Short effects in Suits are dominating the market.
-The first presentation of Spring models by lead-
ing New York merchants give strong confirmation
that Pony and Eton Styles in suits are to be strongly
featured in all lines."
—Dry Goods Economist.
We knew it and we are here to show you thai
our Suit Department contains the creations that we
right
For Style and Economy
shop at
Smart thing s in Waists are here, in Fine Ern-
broicleried Swiss. silk and net.
IF IT'S NEW TT'S AT OGILV1ES
Mann, Efingerdb Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 8. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, LitedLiability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block. ,
linee Phone 369. Residence Phone 725
Big Bargain() in
all gaper
Now is the time rt-o Buy
Wall paper
We have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper

























t` TRIES TO EXPLAIN ABOUT
SUPT. LIEB'S CONTRACT
DR. W. It PITCHER, THE 
FORM
DREW UP THE CONTRAC
WAS HIRED UNTIL SEPT
NOT SIGNIFY WHAT AUT
ING THE TIME OF EMPLO
ONE MONTH LATER—NE
COME HERE AUGUST x T
4
Regarding the contract of 
Superin-
at admit Lieb's 
employment reading




Iteckenbach, of the committee 
on
!course of study, was 
received a letter
from Di. W. H. 
Pitcher, the former
secretary of the 
educational board.
who moved to Chicago 
last fall and is
'04 I 
vow residing there. Dr. 
Pitcher says
be drew up tlie contract 
and it read
that the superintendent 
was hired
sintil September 1.
In his letter the 
former secretary
tontinued that there is, a book 
of con-
t tries for use 




when teacher. principal 
Or superin-
tendent is employed by the 
bond the
eecertary fills out the blanks 
in the
contract book and has the 
teachers to
kigo them, also the hoard 
secretary
and president. Dr. Pitcher 
also say
that the reason there is no 
notation
on the minute book 
sliowing what
tusiness was transacted at every 
meet
ing, is because in electing 
teachers.
principals and superintendent, 
it has
never been tbc custom to bring 
the
contracts in for ratification after they
mere ritten out and wine . lie
spoke in a way showing his belief to
he that election of the teachers. prin-
cipals and superintendent carried
along with it. without further ado;
confirmation of the contracts after-
wards drawn up. The notation in the
minute book he refers to is that there
4 s no record showing v.tat authority
be had to draw up the contract with
Super nit cndent Lich.
IN. Pitcher did not state in his let•
l(r why he drew up the contract so rie
to east.loy Mr. 1.ieb until the first of
next September. when always hereto-
fore every superintendent is employed
from ‘%ogust i of one sear to ‘tigii,t
of the following year
ER SECRETARY, SAYS HE
T TO READ THAT MR. LIES
EMBER t, icon. BUT HE DOES
HORITY HE HAD FOR CHANG-
YMENT FROM AUGUST i TO
W SUPERINTENDENT WILL
0 SUPERCEDE MR LIEB.
Mr. Lich is going to claim salary
until September ',but the trustees are
of the opinion he will have to go into
the courts to get it, as the board of
education will not stand for unau-
thorized changes in the time limit for
which he is hired, because if Lieb is
paid until the time mentioned the
board will be paying out double sal-
aries, as the new superintendent to
supercede Lieb will be brought here
August i so he can acquaint himself
with conditions and prepare for open-
ing ebe public educational buildings
the second Monday in SeptemSer.
Under these circumstances the trus-
tees would have to pay both men, but
they do not think there is any danger
of Mr. Licb ever getting any money
for services beyond August I.
Last April Mr. Lieb was elected for
another year's serivee that com-
menced August t, 1936, but his strong
supporter, Dr. Pitcher, made the con-
tract out for employment from Sep-
tember 1, Igoe, to September t, 1907.
Dr. Pitcher resided here until last
November, when he moved to the
Windy City. He was secretary of the
board for twenty-two months preced-
ing his remove). He says in writing
out the contracts he used the old form
utilized in making out the teachers'
contracts, and changed it up so it
would read as a "superintendent's con
tract" and that if any other interlinca-
tions, erasures or alterations have
made in Lieb's contract document it
'A' • by sonic one other than he, Dr.
Pitcher, and without his authority.
' The trustees intcnd sifting the mat
ter thoroughly and will have it pretty
, well threshed out by nest mouth,
j when they expect to choose the new
I superintendent. The hoard members
I will know just exactly where they
stand before acting in the premises.
1 ri
MOVE TO 111i ELECTRICAL
NEW POOR FARM MEN'S SOCIAL
ht %HAGER THOMPSON BE-
LIEVES THEY WILL DO
THIS NEXT WEEK
'T-e attaches Are Now at Work Put-
ting the Equipment Into Con-
dition at New Place.
Mr. William Thompson. manager
OR, rountli poor farm, thinks he ,
will get mord from the old to the
new building by the last of nest week,
as they are now hard at work furnish-
fog the new structure in thc Lone
Oak section, four miles from this city
sootIrsof Arcadia. Wthen everything
is it: position the manager will trans-
ter is• twenty-six charges who arc
Tieing eared for at expense of the
county government. -
"Ihe mercantile establishments se-
• tering the contract to furnish the
bedding. toilet articles. furniture and,
ether equipment, have sent the outfit
tr. the new buildings and they are
row being placed iii position by the -
at etches.
Mr. Thotnpson was elected last fall
: keeper or manager of the poor
f.oni. and was 'not to take charge
tintil the new buildings were finished,'
but as Mr. Wilkins. the old keeper, '
named to be relieved, Mr. Thong).
.son took charge January 17.
The old poor farm buddieg sit
right at the edge of the city on West
Tennessee street.. This porperty has
been sold by the county officials to
31r. W. C. O'Bryan. the real estate
dealer, who will tear down the old
.structure and plat the ground off into
city lots, selling them to people






John Held, Jr., Passed Away After
Suffering Agony from a
Trivial Injury.
Louisville, Feb. co.—John Held, Jr..
formerly a carrier for the Evening
Post on a route in the East End, died
at the iesidence of 'his father, John
+Held, 707 East Jefferson' street, short-
ly after ti o'clock today. His physi-
-dans are puzzled as to the exact cause
of his death, being divided between
-the theories of lockjaw and menin-
gitis. The sym.ptoms support the lat-
ter diagnosis.
Yonme. held. who was thirteen
years of age.. wcranded his left hand
with ft -punter about tiVo weeks ago.
'Nine days later lie xvas compelled
-to take to his bed. his arm and
hand were swollen and inflamed, and
in addition to these symptoms, he
complained of severe pains in the back
of his bead. During the last four
days: of his illness, he lay perfectly
1NE AFFAIR ENJOYED BY
THE UNION MEN LAST
EVENING.
During the Gathering Mr. C. Chand-
ler Was PreQented With Hand
somely Engraved Ring.
The electrical workers' union gate
ea grand social session last evunig a:
the Central Labor hall on North
Fourth street, anil enjoyed many line
features A large crowd of the elec-
trical and allied bodies were in at-
tendance and %%holed away' many hap-
py hours.
During the session the members
made a very tbandsome present to
Mr. C. Chandler, the foreman for she
Paducah home Independent Tele-
;Alone company, who is one of the
most popular in that line in the city.
Ili' H has been here for many months
and shortly leaves for (•ther places.
As a token of tIseir estimation and
kind feeling towards hint the elec-
trical workers presented him a fine
gold ring, handsomely engraved. with
the Masonic insignia upon the beau-
ttful setting. Mr. Chandler appreciat-
ed the gift very highly and made
neat speech of thanks in accepting
it.
Pelku' u, refreshment• and fine
cigars- were enjoyed by the mein
hers during the eveming.
add Lectrical Men's Social.
Hillman's band furnished music for
the gathering, which was participated
in by about seventy-five members and
friends, while Mr. Gus Krause enter-
tained those present with a fine vocal
solo. followed by some selections
from Mr. Harry Parsons. the famed
warbler. Mr. R. M. Hogbin made the
preseniation speech to Mr. Chandler,
who shortly goes to Detroit, Mich., to
locate. He has been superintendent
of the reconstruction work that put
the independent telephone company
upon suc'h a high standard of excel-
lency.
The reception committee in charge
of the entertainment consisted of R.
Ifosbin, James Jewell, Henry C.
Rawlings, F. Cork, William Ellithorpe
and R. N'. Culp.
China has received front Japan $t,-
coos= of the customs collections
made at Newchwang during the Japa-
nese otcupation of that city, and is
now seeking to recover from Russia
the similar collection made during"the
Russian occupation. amounting to
nearly $2,soo,0on.
There are not many men that sign
their names oftener than 'King Ed-
ward. It is said that he has to affix
his autograph to at least so,000 official
documents every year—all average foi.
about t6o for every working day; and
this is, of course, in addition to all his
rigid. private signatures.
ti. C. T. U.
MEMBERS
FOUR NEW ONES ADMITTED
DURING LAST WEEK'S
SESSION.
The "Department of Medical Temper-
11/1C4" Will Have Charge of Ses-
sion Next Thursday,
(Communicated.)
The Paducah W. C T. U. met as
usual last Thursday afternoon in the
lecture room of the First Baptist
church.
A signal feature of the meeting was
the reception of four new members.
An impromptu address was given ex-
planatory of the scope of the work at
large and of the different departments
conducted by the Paducah union.
Mrs. Jettie M. Elliott read a story
from the N'ational Advocate, a month-
ly periodical published in New York
city. The scene of the story is in
Arcady. The characters were the
counsel of state, composed of patri-
archs with gentle eyes and flowing
beards, who sat meditating on meat,
ures pertaining to the public weal
Suddenly a cry was heard of a mad
dog on the streets. In a moment all
was confusion. The aged counselors
sprang to their feet and stood silent
with suppressed excitement.
"What shall we do?" they asked
one another. Then they thought of
the "Books of the Law,' the accumu-
lated wisdom of many ages. Hour
after hour they turned over the parch-
ment leaves unable to find any enact-
ment bearing on the subject. Days
were allowed to pass in this way. In
the meantime other dogs were bitten
and were to be found on every street
with foaming lips and open jaws,
ready to attack every person and
everything within their reach. A num-
ber of children had been bitten and
the people had become well nigh fran-
tic, %ellen at last one of the patriarchs
sprang to his feet and said, have
it; here it is.- They all sprang for-
ward and bending over the book read:
"Be it ordained. That in case any
beast shall so rage and rave as to en-
danger the public safety, his tail shall
forthwith be cut off."
Then the counselors began to dis-
cuss among thentselvea. Some of
them said. "Why cut off his tail? He
does not bite with his. tail." Other.
said, -lf his tail is cut off, it will be
legal evidence that he is mad, and we
can make his master pay a license for
owning a mad dog. This money will
help to pave our streets and make
our city beautifuL Besides, it can be
used to swell the hospital fund where
our children are taken for treatment
when suffering from rabies." That's
so," they said, and were about all to
agree to this plan %then the youngest
memissr of them all, a Termesseean
by birth who had on divers occasions
astonished the fossils by his habit of
lookine on all sides of a question,
said, "Hold. I have it. The law doth
not gate where the ax shall strike.
We will cut off his tail just back or
'his ears," and a murmur of admiration
went around that one so young should
have such penetration. and the Lord
blessed him so !bat his descendants
have hccome a mighty power in the
land of hia birth so much so that in
only a few wicked cities will a mad
doe. venture forth in the light of das.
7'he reading of the story was fol
lowed be the reading of several plans
for the judicious distribution of tem-
nerance literature. The pledge was
then administered to the new mem-
bers. nfter whicls all doined hands and considerable surprise in Catholic cir-
sang "Best Be the Tie That Binds." cles at the time.
this beautiful custom having been in-
augurated by Willard has be-






Mrs. Emma Byrd, stincrintendent of
medical temocrance, will have charge
of the meeting nes! Thursday after-
RIVER NEWS
River Stages_
Cairo, 38.9 falling. -










St. Lotia, 8.7 falling.
Mt. Vernon, 36.7 falling.
Padneah, 32.2 falling.
.Captain James E. Bugg of the Hol-
comb-Hays Tie company is here from
Florence, Ala., and goes to Evansville
today on business. He hasbeen mak-
ing Florence his 'headquarters since
last October and says he finds they
can handle their mammoth business
much better, as that city is loc-ated
near the center of the territory in
which they operate treir towboats
bringing the cargo out.
The towboat Lyda left yesterday
for the Tennessee river after a tie tow
for the Holcomb-Hay, people.
Mate Henry January Is laid- up at
the Evansville marine hospital with
a badly crippled leg which he struck
with a hammer.
The Georgia Lee passed up yester-
day en route to Cincinnati from Mem-
phis. She gets to the Queen City
Tuesday and leaves there Wednesday
en her return this way.
The Kentucky went to the Tennes-
see river last night and comes back
again next Thursday night.
The Dick Fowler came in from
Cairo last night and leaves tomorrow
morniag at 8 o'clock on her return
that way.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and leaves on her re-
turn that way' at so o'clock tomorrow
morning.
The Buttorff.comes in from Nash-
ville today and leaves tomorrow at
noon for Clarksville.
The John S. Hopkins went to Ev-
ansvillle yesterday and comes back
Tuesday.
The City of Memphis comes out of
the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night and remains at the wharf until
5 o'clock Wednesday .afternoon be-




Memphis, Tenn Feb. 9.—Mrs. May
Kiniaa Davis, who left St. Cecilia's
Academy in Nashville, where she was
known as Sister Concordia, to get
married, has filed a petition for di-
vorce in die circuit court here, charg-
ing her husband, D. C. Davis. a book-
keeper for a Memphis establishment.
with cruelty and failure to privide for
her,
Mrs. Davis claims her home-place
said a double tenement as her sole
property, and seeks an injunction
against her husband to prevent him
from interfering with the management
of 'her property.
The petition recites that the couple
were married in Memphis Okitober Is,
row. It is alleged that Davis has
often threatened and abused his wife.
and that on February 2 he came home
A nd snook her and then left the house
since which it is said she has not seen
him.
Prior to the time she entered the
convent as a nun Mrs. Davis, or Miss
Kirnan, as she was then known. was
prominent in Memphis society circles.
She WAS a member of a wealthy fam-
ily, and her present property came to
her in this manner. The announce-
:bent of her leaving the order created
But John Henry Johnson Preferred
to Die Rather Than Risknoon.
Damnation.
STATE SUES OWN GOVERNOR
'Nebraskan Wants to Find Out if He
is Allowed Mansion Free.
Lincoln'. Nit), Feb. et—Suit was
filed today in she supreme court by
the state of Nebraska against Gover-
nor George L. Slieldon to recover
Sloo rent for the use of the govern-
cr's mansion owned by the state and
occupied by the governor during the
month of January. The suit was
fillcd at the request of the governor
himself, ll1h0 is 'in doubt as to his
right to accept from the state any
perquisite except his salary.
The state constitution appears to
forbid any state official from accept-
ing any perquisites of office. Thor
house was bought several years ago
by a legislative enactment for the
use of the governor. It has been oc-
cupied by , four different governors,
none of whom ever raised the ques-
tion of his right to do so.
The wave of reform manifest in !the
lass state campaign, in which graft
was discussed, is said to be respon-
sible for the request of Governor
Sheldon that the matter be settled
in court.
-- —
The tosser peninsula of Michigan i.s
said to be entirely nndcrrlaid with rock
Atlantic City, Feb. 9.—"I will (lie
trying to do right. I will not yield
to temptation only to perish in hell
fire," should be old John Henry
Johnson's epitaph.
Conscious until his last gasp and
glorifying in 'his moral strength,
Johnson, eighty years of age, died
at his home in Port Republic last
night. Up to a few days ago he had
smoked tobacco incessantly for three-
score years. Johnson and every man
and boy in the little town near here'
swore off tobacco after an evangelist
in St. Paul's Itiethodist church de-
clared eloquently that he who burns
or chews or snuffs the weed will burn
eternally; that cigarette smokers will
be particularly well broiled.
Only a few hours after his renun-
ciation of tobacco old Johns'on was
taken ill. Hi& physicians said that
his nervous system, accustomed to
the tobacco stimulant for sixty years,
was going to pieces for lack of it.
They told Johnson that if he took to
his pipe again he might get well,
- Greatest Dry Dock to Be Built.
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. o.—The
isrgest dry dock in the world, with
stone and concrete basin big enough
te bold any two of the battleships of
the United States navy at one time is
l about to be constructed at Hunter's
point by the San Francisco Dry Dock





Abram L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS--
'Travelers Insurance Co.
BICKiEST ANDHOLDEST IN _WORLD
Office hose 369: Both Resident: 72f
CAMPBtit BUILDINe
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Qt pain. reat. Lea as band the house; you per kw k fps psi
pay rest. Waist Into in pots of dto city. Moe ins Is•
proposed car essesstes ea land to unies depot sof as Mr
soma tress Sas so Sags esek Boy 111Cni on hotness** Oa
while *sup. Trim is the Waft COMA ES the shy. Property is
stirradas NOW
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.




Steam and Hot Water Heating,





good health and this com-
bined with oodsra saniiarv
fixtures helps to keep the doctor
of your house. "Akensfeser Purceljiin
Enameled plumbing Extorts rn 2 k e
healthy bath rooms, are san:tary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room Im-
provements, let us show you ounpies of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service arid attention no
matter how smaIl or how large your job.
• E. D. HANNAN.
Both Phones 20 132 St- eth„ `11/
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG TN [NOS"
The Peelle:, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU Wit LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH








SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLINO FREIGHT, MACHU"
ZRT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
MPS= SZCQ11111 'AND MOS ROE. BOTH PHONE&













Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year  
Six Months..  
Three Months
One week  
The history of the Owensboro
water plant is this. The city desired
to buy the water works, but the own-
ers tried to hold-up the city and the
city Would not buy. The city then be-
gan to plan for a water plant of its
own. The water company fought the
city at every move, and did its level
Lest to defeat the bond issue but the
eeople voted the bonds by an over-
whelming majority. The water com-
pany then questioned the validity of
the bond issue and fought the city
through all the courts to the supreme




,, Anyone.tailing to receive this paper
regularly` Ilhould report the matter to





We are authorized to announce the
candidsci:of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer,1,4akt tte the action of the
democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
eaddidacy of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
city jailer, subject to the action of
the democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidac,y of Sam L. Readies for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of AL Hymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
democratic patty.
Railroad Commissioner.
Vi c are authorized to announce•
Ceorge W. Landram. of Livingston
county. as a candidate for railroad
commissioner from the First Rail-
road district of Kentucky; subject to
the action of the democratic party.
City Treasurer.
'1% c are authorieed to announce the
sandidacy of William Kraus for city
errasurei, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
City Clerk.
We are outhorized to announce
( :ty Clerk Henry Batley ae a candi-
date for the democratic nomination
to :meted himself as city c!erk, sub-
ject to any action of the democratic
piimary.
Sunday Morning. February to, rgoa.
A Corporation Ogan's Methods.
The News-Democrat. one of the
mouth-pieces of the corporations of
Paducah. must indeed be hard up for
something to print against the owner-
ship by the city of a
water and light plant, when
it quotes the Owensboro Mes-
senger, a paper owned by l'rey
Woodson, on the subject of the plant
owned by Owensboro. Everybody
in Paducah knows that Woodson has
a corporation stripe of the same bril-
liant hue as that worn by the News-
Democrat crowd, and that any state-
ments made by either of them on the
subject of municipal ownership, as
a rue. rre not reliable.
The News-Democrat, in sneaking
corporation style, undertakes to say
that the Owensboro plant will prob-
able be ill debt Ses,000 at the end -of
this year, and in a sense it could be
construed to mean a 1068 Of $35,000.
It thea ,quates Woodson's paper on
the subject, but we do not find in
that article any mention of $35,000. The
Messenger calls attention to the cost
of installing 1200 Water meters at $t6
each or .en expenditure of $19,200 for
that purpose, and nothing whatever is
said &bout the-plant being a failure.
The city is but following up-to-date
methods and installing meters so that
each eonsumer only pity for the
amount of water he may use., When a
meter is once installed it is gieCeri for
ten or fifteen years at the lease. Iiceee
in Paducah the Light and Poriaer
compatiy he% psitil out thousaiid. st'iof
'dollars in the last year for the t4eters
which they have installed, but that
servile corporation sheet, the News-
Democrat, has not had one word to
say about the "mistaken idea of priv-
ate ownership.'
. It is just as much an expense to a
private corporation to install meters
as it is for a 'city owning the plant,
but the corporation sheet, so hard 4.
for arguments, siezes upon the in-
stallation of meters ,by Owensboro
as a pretext to make its readers be-
lieve that the plant is not a success.
It is certainly a reflection either upon
those who put out such rot, or those
-whom they expect to believe such
:stuff
in every court: The company then en-
joined, the city from building another
water plant but the courts decided
in favor of the city. The company
spent thousands of dollars in obstruct-
ing aad harassing the city and lost
out. The city then set to work and
installed its own plant which was
completed and put in operation last
summer. Consumers began to leave
the old company like rats deserting
a sinking ship, and the city could not
make connections fast enough, aged
today the private company is prac-
tically out of business, and we will
prove it by the very article quoted
from the Owensboro Messenger in
the News-Democrat of yesterday. The
Nfesseuger says "Some taco meters
have been put in," and that "teoo or
goo meters have been bought," and
that one member of the council was
opposed to buying any more meters
until after June. The fiscal year in
third-class cities ends in June. and
it .cems that further purchases are
to be put off until the next fiscal
)C21.
Now, it is
Owensboro has installed taw metere
that it is reasonable to assume that
Owensboro has anywhere from two
to 2000 consumers connected with the
city's water plant. As Onensboro
ia one-half as large as Paducah, and
has in the neighborhood of emoo con-
sumers attached to the city plant, it is
quite plain that nearly every water
consumer of that city is a patron of
the municipal plant. If a private plant
is such a bowling success and renders
better service and cheaper rates than
a municipal plant, why have the peo-
ple of Owensboro cut out the private
plant and transferred their patronage
to the city plant? This is a question
that any intelligent man can answer.
Maybe the corporation organ on
Fourth street can explain it. N1Pe have
taken the figures from tin News-
Democrat, and they speak for thetn-
selves. If the old company offers a
cheaper rate, the average water con-
sumer would continue to patronize it,
for they usually spend their money
where it is to their interest to spend
it.
very apparent that ii
The people of Paducah remember
Woodson as the cheap politician who
tries to bank on Bryan's coattails, and
claimed to be a free-silver man
When he came to Paducah the Bryan
democrats ignored him, and he lined
up with a lot of gold hugs and re-
publicans and started the Democrat.
He claimed to be for the people but
he was nothing more than the abject
tool of the corporations not oniy in
this city but everywhere else as well.
lie was and is a superfine political
byprocritc, and was characterized by
William R. Hearst as "one of
August Belmont's assets." The whole
gang in the News-Democrat are of
the same stripe as Woodson, and the
people of this city who believe in
municipal ownership may expect that
sheet to seek their patronage, and
with it to turn around and strike a
blow at them in behalf of the cor-
porations every chance it may get
to do so. The News-Democrat is strict-
ly for the corporations and will do
all in its power to keep the people
down and under the heel of the cor-
porate interests.
Which Will it Be?
Every voter in Paducah should be-
gin to think about who he would have
to fill the various city offices from
rreyor on down to school trustee.
The general election occurs this year
and the politicians, corporations,
gamblers and whiskey people are
I busily engaged in grooming their men
:Or the several offices. Politics i5
'also expected to cut some figure, but
there is really no political question
involved in a municipell election other
than t-hat of offices.
In a city election local issucs should
govern, and there are really but two
of any importance in the city at this
time. They are the enfqrcement of
the laws and the question of the city
owning a water and a commercial
ehting plant. In the latter question
Is determined whether or not the
tens of thousands of dollars of profit.;
that the people of Paducah are com-
pelled to pay each year shall go into
the pockets of the few men who own
the present plants o- shall that enor-
mous sum remain in the pockets of
the consumer.
In the matter of the enforcement
of the laws, especially those against
Sunday saloons, gambling houses and
Unmoral resorts, is a question that
is very close to the people of this
city. Paducah has been a wide open
town, and as soch became notorious
the country over. For a season those
lawbreakers have been restrained, but
1,  
they are chafing under the conditions.‘ 
strong and organized effort will
be made to install an administration
hiendly to those interests, and it
behooves the good people of this city
to become aroused and organize for
the fray. Your families and interests
are here—you are rearing your sons
end daughters in Padutah arid if you
are too busy chasing the Almighty
&Oar to take time to look to the
future welfare of your own family,
all you have to do is to leave the
elections to the whiskey seller, gamb-
lers and pernps and in a few years
your wires and daugN.ers could not
walk on the streets of your city with-
out being buntibated or insulted.
These men are picking their candi-
dates and among the men who will
respond to their call are those whose
proper place is in the penitentiary,
for they have no legard for obliga
tion other than that which they may
feel towards those who mien be in-
strumental in putting them in office.'
Your affairs will be Tun with an eye I
single to the pecuniary interest of
some of those who aspire to offer and
the gang of grafters, bribers and cann-
iiials who Will be at their heels.
A few score of good citizens 0:
Paducah, backed by The Register
have been fighting the battles for a
better city for you good citizens, and I
have also stood up and opposed the
greedy corporations, but the time. is
almost at hand when it is up to the
shirkers to show their hands. So
far as The Register is concerned it
ern get along under any kind of an
administration. We are under obliga-
tions to no man in a political way, $
in an official capacity we hope the
service rendered makes value receiv-
ed in every respect. •
The point is this. the man who
does not feel enough interest in elect-
mg good men to office to sacrifice a
hole time in joining with other good
citizens in organizing for the election
of such men, stands in his own light
and the best way to bring him te
time is turn the town over to the
!criminals, the gamblers and the har-
lots and then perhaps he will wake
up and do his duty.
The great fault with the majority
of the good citizens i they arc
afraid to speak out or come out in
the open and take an active part in
politics. They think they might lose
the patronage of some one. This
means that they keep quiet for the
sake of the dollar. If any one would
accuse them of being susceptible to
the influence of money in an election,
they would feel insulted, but that is
exactly what influences them. Take
the gamblers, the pimps and the law -
!less saloonkeeper, they come out
fiat footed and tell where they stand
and also proclaim that they are for
a wide open town, which means no
law, and yet good citizens are afraid
when one of that gang is around to
have the courage to take issue with
him and give him to understand that
he stands for law and order.
Take some of the newspapers of
this city. They never lose an oppor-
tunity to speak disparagingly of a
"law and order man" or "a good
government leaguer." If we did not
have such people in Paducah the city
would not be a f t place for a decent
person to live in. There arc enough
good people in this city to get to-
gether and elect every officer next
November and then to back those of-
ficers up with their moral support to
such an extent that in sixty days ev-
ery dive in the city would be closed,
the jail crowded to overflowing or
a lot of undesirable citizens forced
ti' shake the dust of Paducah from
their, feet, including some of those
I who wear stylish clothes and who
would insult the decent citizens of
.Paducah by their even aspiritrg to
an office.
If good citizens of Paducah will get
together and come to etre front, the
spot light will be turned on some
fiest-eass scoundrels and the at3oc-
-1...
phere of this oity become too hut fur
them to tarry. You don't have to go
to Louisville, Chicago or New York
to find them, they are right here in
Paducah and they spend their even-
ings in the gambling hells and
biothels of the city.
• The coming election can be inside a
contest between the lawless element
and the good citizens, or the whole
thing can be turned over to that gang
and the city be given a practical
demonstration of rule by grafters and





Miss Ella Patterson, the milliner,
gees to St. Louis today to remain
unfit June at the wholesale house.
Mrs. Carrie Warren Girardey, the
milliner, formerly of this city, arrived
yesterday morning from Los Angeles,
Cal., where she has been living the
past eight months.
Mr. Pat Halloran arrived here yes-
terday from the Katterjohn quarries
at Cedar Bluff.
• Mrs. J. F. Adolph and child oi
Jeffersonville, Ind, are visiting the
former's sisters, Mesdames Henry
Kettler and Edward Varble.
Mr. James Buckner of Lotisville
returned home yesterday after visiting
his mother, Mrs. Bettie Buckner of
Eighth and Jefferson.
Mr. Samuel Anspacher of New
York is visiting his sister, Miss Tile
Anspacher of North Sixth.
Mr. Charles Reed reurned yesterday
frem Frankfort.
Nfirs. James P. Smith and childree
titre returned from spending the win-
ter at Pass Christian, Miss
Mesdamee Robert Phillips anil
niece, Mrs. John Bleeckei . have re-
turned (Toni visiting the latter's par-
ents. Mr and Mrs. Hamilton Parks
of Nashville. Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Haney Hall of Iron-
Mo, icturned yesterday afters eking their daughter.eMrs. George
Lehnhard. wife of the city licenst
inspector of South Fourth street
Miss Kate Kocrtz of Owensboro,end Miss Bescie Larkin of Cincinnati
are visiting Misses Anna and Ella
Larkin of South Sixth.
:sir. William Ritkr goes to Ness
Y. rk elty today to buy goods for hie
firm, Ogilvie & company.
Mr. Charles Thompson of the Rack-et store has gene to New York to
purchase spring good;.
Miss Tagg has gone to ru:-
sln to visit Mrs. Walter Shephard.
Miss Ada Moss is spending a month
with Livingston county relatives.
Mr. Harry Brantley has returnedfrem Louisville and Cincinnati.
Mrs. S. D. Ragh is visiting MrsMa Fickler of Jackson. Teter).
Mr. and Mrs -Robert Draffen are'signing Mr. and Mrs W. II. Drafiteof Mayfield.
RACKET STO E
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To The Early BtOer
WE OFFER OUR:NEW LINE OF WHITE SHIRT WAISTS
AT SUCH ATTR4CTIVE PRICES THAT YOU WILL
FIND IT HARD TO RESIST THE TEMPTATION TO BUY.
EVERY OLD ONE HAS BEEN SOLD AND WE START
THE SEASON WITH AN ENTIRELY NEW STOCK OF
THESE GOODS.
THE ONES THAT WE CALL YOUR ESPECIAL ATTEN-
TION TO ARE THE FOLLOWING:
89c, 98c, $125, $1.98, $2.48, $2.7i..ASLL $4.98.
WE RECOMMEND THESE AS SUPERIOR TO ANY SHIRT _
WAISTS WE HAVE EVER SHOWN
EACH WAIST IS FRESH FROM THE FACTORY
PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH, KY.
CITY CLEIIK ANNOL/NCEMENT-MANY REQUESTS City Clerk Henry Bailey Submits
Candidacy for Nomination for
I FOR ASSISTANCE, Re-election.
*******•*****-*IP******410•••
• • NEWS IN BRIEF.•  •
—The Woman's club has received a
t..re check Hon Henry Burnett of
Louisvilic contributes to the fundcut of which the ladies will erecttheir handy-me house.
—The Caldwell street'new fill nearthe union depot is being repaired ofslight damages caused by the back-water.
—Mr. FAawrd Largcnt of the oldtelephone company found on thestieets the watch lost by Miss NettieStrigger of Sixth and Tennessee Sts.,and turned it over to 'her yesterday.—Miss Pearl McManus and Mr.Welter D. Taylor, both of the Dixiemills, went to Metropolis yesterdayand were marrNed.
—If convenient for the members ofthe body, the city democratic com-mittee will be called together thisweek to set a date for the primary, atuhich time the democratic party nom-inees will be chosen for city offices.—Mr. and Mrs. James Tecrell ofNorth Eighth have a new boy, whichmakes Assistant City Jailer JosephPurchase and Contractor EdwardTerrel grandfathers.
—Mr. Harry Tandy is improvingfrom a spell of sickness at his homein Frankfort, Ky.
—After a week's illness JudgeRichard Lighfoot was able to be outlast night, but is not yet well by anymeans, lagrippe being his ailment.—Miss Susie Dabney of NorthFifth is recovering from an attack ofdiphtheria.
Cuban Insurrectos,
Bishop Warren G. Candler, justback from Cnba, tells an Atlanta pa-per that the late insterrectos shouldnot have been permitted to retain the(stolen) horses in their possession atthe time of the Taft pacification. "Agentleman in Cienfuegos," he relates.'told me that he had a fine stallion onhis stock farm for Which he paid $sooA negro took his horse and rodeaway, and ever since has had the ani-mal in his possession, and the origi-nal owner cannot recover his propertyor get an adequate oeyment for his
loss. lie sees his 'horse every day,but cannot touch the animal. This is, only one of hundreds of similar cases. f umee.I _
CHARITY CLUB HAD QUITE A
RUSH FOR AID YES-
AVG2131.
Two Penn:less Families Were Sent
Out of the City—Thanks for
Contributions
Secretary Jap Toner yesterday had
glide a rush for assistance from the
poor and many destitute cases were
found deserving, and aid tendered.
Two penniless families were furnished
traneportation out of the city, one
t. Esaneville. Ind., and the other to
Cairo,
The club is under obligations to
the following for recent contributions
reader
G. C. Crumleaugh. clothing; 11,r. H.
G. Reynolds, clothing; Mrs. Light-
feet. bedding and clothing; Mrs. A.
0 'Wooliolk. clothing; Mrs. Ethridge
Pelmer. clothing; Rev. Mr. Flour-
quin, clothing; Rudy. Phillips & Co,
chinks and hats: W. F. Bradshaw,
eothing and cash. Mrs. M. Living-
ston, clothing; Mrs. Nell Morris,
clothing; Mrs. Will Morris, clothing;
Mrs.. Campbell Flournoy, clothing;
Mrs. Thomas Thompson, clothing;
Mrs. W. C. Kidd. clothing. Mrs. John
Webb, clothing; West Kentucky Coal
Company, two tons coal; Central Coal
company, two tons of coal; Henry
Gockel, so loaves of bread; J. C. Por-
ter, cash $25; Mrs. Clarence Sherrill,
Ts; Miss Ethel Morrow, $s.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
Frank 0. Briggs, recently elected
United States senator from New Jer-
sey, is of New Hampshire birth and
narentage, and was formerly well
e known in Manchester.
Congressman Dunwell, of Brooklyn.
es years old, and one of the smallest
eten in the 'house, thinks lie has taken
no exercise at all if he has not step-
ned off at least ten miles before he
sits down to dinner every day.
Winston Churchill, while pressing
for his anti-pass legislation, finds
time to deliver political addresses and
his popularity in New




Mayor Clifford. of Portland, 7i1je.A
has just been called upon to answer
e letter from the city council of At-
'antic City, N. J., as to the amount
ef fee required for liquor licenses.
he total annual revenue from licenses.
ere.
Twenty years ago a German pub-
';her began to issue a complete c&-
'ection of Goethe's letters. Thirty-
retu volumes arc now in Vine, and it
'e expected that the rest of the let-
ters, which will fill fifteen more, vol-
wit hi iiwill appear f sur years.
in reaponce to the m rgcnt and nilin-
t • ou% calls made on him from every
quarter, there will be found in the
regular column of this paper the MI-
rnimcemcut of City Clerk Hemet
Bailey for the democratic nommatioa
t succeed himself as clerk for tlus
municipality. .‘n introduction i this
sterling anal popular gaentiernan
tireless, because ii there is a num
well known in every home .4 this city
as Mr. Itailey, who was born. reartel
end has lived in Paducah all his life.
For going on four >tars now lie
ha; been the city clerk, and has made
a record standing prominent as on..r
recognized for its efficiency and hon-
esty. The office i% one of the most
important an the city government, arid
his up-to-date and accurate set
clean records evidences the sirperiii.-
ahiiity of the incumbent, uho now
lays before his constituents his re-
quest for eudoreement and. lumina
t:on for re-election. He is rex:trace
35 one of the most accurate,
thoroughly posted and reh able of the
corps of city officialls, and if elected
eon continue serving the people in
the commendable and fine manner
that has characterized his manage-
ment of the office since taking charge
the first of tope.
Since attaining his major:ty 11Ir.
Failey has been one of the most ac-
tive and indefatigable workers for the •
democratic party, therefore. submits
his candidacy to any action of tli.




Dr. Prank Boyd Hai the Organiza-
tion to Meet With Mtn
Tuesday.
The McCracken County Medical
society Nieeta Tuesday evening with
Dr. Frank Boyd at his office on the
second floor of the Fourth and Broads
way building. The host will have a
paper on "Surgery of The Lungs."





Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Jourtsal and
Pike List Free to Everybody. Sendfor it. Office Fraternity Building.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE. Padu-
cah, Ky.
4;4'45 II

























ig Shipments of Spring Goods Arrive
Making elaborate store alterations. Preparing for the greatest spring business in the history of this store.Clearing out winter merchandise at the lowest prices we have ever before put upon merchandise
under similar circumstances.
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
Conducting a February Muslin
Underwear flak that every woman in
Paducah and vicinity should take ad
vantage of.
Six, great lots on sale, specially
priced at toe, at isc, at ac, at soc.
at esci at fit.
WOMEN'S COATS AND SUITS
We give you another chance to
save money on high class coats and
Cutts.
The values at $3.5o, 495, $6.95 and
$9.89 ire something startling.
NEW WOOL SPRING DRESS
GOODS.
The whole dress goods department
brightens up with new spring dress
goods. They are beautiful, lovely and
temptingly priced.
SPRING SKIRTS.
A February sale of New
Skirts.
They are the new and beautiful
Voiles, Panamas tend other stylish
fabrics. Priced very low for such





The beaatiful white lawns at
$1. $1.25, $1.35, $1.50, $1.75 and
Charming silk waists






We have a few shoes and rubbers
left and a handful of clothing that
we would be delighted to show you.
NEW GROCERY DEPARTMENT.
The new grocery department is
growing bigger and better ea,..h
week.
Harbour's Department Store NORTH THIRD STREETHalf Square From Broadway
A.9ETTY CLOAK
Of Mixture Plaid or Stripe, sold
for $10, $15, $18, $20,
$22.50 and $25.
Are now selling for
$
317 Broadway. - Eacihmive itasey-to-Wear
THIS WILL BE DONE TODAY
AT GRACE EPICOPAL
CHURCH
The Young People's Missionary So
ciety Organized by West Ten-
nessee Methodists.
Today the Lenten boxes si1l be
distribgteil at Grace church where
next Wednesday worship will he held
at so: 45 a. in, and 1130 p. m., wtkk
Lenten services *II be held at 7:30
o'clock the coming Friday evening
West Tennessee Methodist.
Rea'. T. J. Owen preaches this ev-
ening at the West Tennessee street
Methodst cherch. •
Temple fared.
"Lincoln, A Type Of God's Ser-
• vain." will be preached on this morn-
ing by Rabbi Loviteh at Temple Is-
Teel.
Christian. Science.
At so: ao o'clock this morning
'Sods" will. be the subject for wor-
ship by the- Christian Scientists at
27 Broadway.
lasation Society.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
The Home Mission society for the
Broadway Methodist church meets
at the church building.
Training Class.
"Historical - Places In The Holy
Land", h thie subject for tomorrow
night's stri43* the Teachers' Union
Traini class . meeting in Grace
church it house. ;
nary Society.
The Su schont_pisitis of .fti
Methodist c ottlWerltenne,sSee
etreet have krbing
People's Miss iety, deviirst
meeting for yehic is at 2 o'clock this
afternoon. The officers are Miss
Irene Scep4, gneheident: Miss Hank
Rye, vice president Miss Bonnie
Prince, secretary! Mr. Entort With-
ers, treasurer4 . 1
„St. Frances .De Sales.
Magee, at Snd ere3o a. in. Sunday
and vessieta at 3 p. sn. Services on
'Ask Wlednesday at a. in. and 7:3o p.
re. During Lent there will be service
each Wednesday and Friday eyenin
at 7.10 o'clock On Wednesdays there
will he the Rosary and sermon. On
Fridays the Way of tbe Cross and
benediction.
Cost of Law in England.
The cost of getting a law passed in
England is brought out by F. C.
Howe in an article on "Graft in Eng-
land" in the Feist-nary number of the
American Magazine.
"It costs the English cities tremend-
ous sums every year to protect them-
selves fiom the greed of the members
of parliament who are seeking fran-
chise grants in their streets. A par-
liamentary report his shown that in
the six years from tfloe to tf198. it
cost he local authorities of Great
Britain the extraordinary sum of
nearly $7.00es000 to protect them-
selves from franchise grabs or to se-
cure powers that should be conferred
upon "be towns by general law. This
sum was used to promote bills and
Prot e:t the cities. it was used for
bribery. It was not a corruption fund
in the American sense. It was the
necessary cost incident that the cities
ehould hare had as a matter of coistne
The little town of Barnsley spent S75.-
000 on a single bill. In six years' time
the London county council spent
Sc7o.000 in nromotiricr bills or protect-
ing itself before parliament.
"The arbitration charges incident to
the purchase of the eight water corn-
Panice acquired by the London water
board in 1905 amounted to $.33(.000.
"It seems incredible that such bur-
dens could be honestly incurred in
enrelv parliamentary business. To the
Amerizan mind, it is suturestive of the
legislative flinch of the life instuance
companies of New York. 'These Costs
hnwever, are necessary, Appearance
before a parliamentary , totrienittee
must be done by the attorney, by a
eirliamentary aerent. Experts have to
he hired to give testimony relative tn.
the needs and neceseities of the cities.
The ordinances of the town council
do not carry any conclusive weight in
a matter where private intereits are
concerned. And in the hearings the
ordinary public official, much less A
.mere e;tizen. would receive scant con-
sideration, even though his case were
that of the metropolis of Great
Pritairt. Private and Imal bill leeisla-
tion is so costly that it is imoossible
to secure relief for any minor abuse
en matter how insistent It may be
rrobahly the worst exhibition of par-
linmentarv costs was in the matter of-
railway building% This was all done
hy private hills. The Briehton nil-
war lied to nay 124.0on a 'mile in par-
liamentary costs. The Manchester
and Rirminceham railway. paid S25 (Inn
a mile for the same reireesee. while
she T.eindoe Ar Blackwell railway paid
twsnoo a mile for voting- ifs hills .
shrews+ narliament. The sums mid
Tor neeliirentary serviees exreeti the
'averse** "It of railway construction
in America."
SALOONISTS' BONDS BEING PASSED AWAY
SIGNED UP BY SURETIES OF PNEUMONIA
ALL THOSE FAILING TO HAVE SURETIES SIGN THE DOCU-
MENTS ARE LIABLE TO PROSECUTION FOR DOING BUSI-
NESS WITHOUT A LICENSE—LICENSE COMMITTEE TO BE
CALLED TOGETHER BY CHAIRMAN LIGE BAKER TO
THRESH OUT THE CHARGES LODGED AGAINST ISSUAL OF
THE DRYFUSS & WEIL LICENSE ENTITLING THAT FIRM
TO SILL IN QUANTITIES BETWEEN ONE QUART AND
FIVE GALLONS.
City Clerk Henry Bailey has been
joying the usual rush coming the
first of each year at his office, which
has been crowded for the past day
or two with parties to sign the bonds
of the salooniete as sureties. About
too licenses of this nature were fin-
ally wanted last Thursday night by
thc aldermen, and since %then the sur-
et.es have been coining into the
clerk's office to sign the bond which
has to be executed in $1,000, the sum
the saloonist agrees to forfeit to the
city if he does not conduct an orderly
establishment.
The saloomst's license is not effec-
tive and legal until the bond has been
sgned. and the clerk is notifying (e—
ery surety to come in and attach his
signature to the document, because
without thit the proprietor is suscep-
tible to prosecution for doing business
without a license.
Chairman Lige Baker of the license
cemmittee is confined at this home on
Scath Sixth Ad Washington streets
%Mt isckness. but as soon as he •s
able to get out, which will be in a
few days, he will call this committee
together, and then hare appear before
eltem Sol C. Dryfuse with his state-
mcnts, and Rev. Calvin M. Thompson
with his evidence, so they can decide
sitiether to recommend to the general
council that the quart iiquor lic-
ense shall be granted to the Dryfuss
& Weil firm of North Second street
Rev. Thompson contend, this firm
Las been using to advertise its busi•
nen filthy and obscene literature de-
ineting a naked man in disgusting at-
titude, while Mr. Dryfus claims one
of his drummers got out the cards..
v.hich were destroyed as soon as the
prcprietor discovered their existence.
As it, would take too long to sift the
matte- down before the full alder-
manic board, the members of this
lizaty last Thursday directed the lic-
ense committee to meet and have the
parties appear before it, and after
hearing everytHing, bring in a report I
to the general council, recommending
either granting or rejection of the
Lcerise. Dr. Thompson does not want
the firm to have the license because 
the cards 
circulat d.'
The council rejected this license
the first of last month, but reconsid-
teed its action and granted it, but
the .aldermon hold it up for further '
investigatioft. •
ROFESSOR JEREMIAH WIL-
LIAMS DIED AT BIRMING-
HAM, KY.
Remains of Mrs. Clara Tanhauser
Arrived From Warrensburg,
and Will be Buried "1"%day.
Captain lames E. Bugg of Florence,
Ala., arrived yesterday, coming up
horn Birmingham, Ky., where he was
called by the death of his fatrer-in•
law, Professor Jeremiah Williams.
the well known educator of that vicin-
ity. Mr. Bugg leaves today for Ey-
anrville on buOuess, before going
hotne. 
Mr. Wilhams was born fifty-six
'curs ago in Pope county, Illinois,
and for many years resided in Harris
Lang, Ill., but fourteen months agii
eerne to Birmingham and took charge
of the educational institutions there.
He was a very learned and excellent
gentleman of lofty attributes and
itighly thought of by all in that corn-
re unity.
lie died Thursday morning after a
ten days' illness with pneumonia, and
the funeral services were held Friday
at the cemetery there.
He is survived by ins wife and
two sons, Ezra and Algic Williams
of °Birmingham; one daughter.
Mrs. Bugg of Florence; another son.
Mr. C. C. Williams of Clifton, Tenn.,
and a second daughter, Mrs. J. D.
Adems of Meridian, Miss.
Mrs. Bugg was unable to attend the





Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes,,
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-




For Sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE
In.rtn.n.flArtnrU"UlnartAll nn rennet. ousel
• POPULAR WANTS. 4,
4
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
AGENTS—Nameplates, signs, nun -
berg, readable darkest nights. Easily.
sold. Profits large. Samples
WrigiiiiSupply Co., Englewood, Ill.
WANTED—Good man in each
county 'to represent and advertise
hardware department, put out sam-
ples, etc. Salary $21.00 weekly. Ex-
pense money advanced. Dept. A-u,
The Columbia House, Chicago.
FOR RENT—Elegant steam heat-
ed office. Rare chance to get central
location. Address "P." care The
I Register.
)udge litton parher On Ch _ dace board. 533 Madison St., cor 6the s,he could tinot venture out in ther a51
Negro Queotion
New York, Feb. 9—Alton B. Par-
ker, addressing the Maryland society
'here last night, said he believed the
president had the right to discharge
the negro soldiers at Brownsville and
was justified in using that power. He
condemned the interference of the
legislative branch of the government,
and. attributed it's, action- in the mat-
ter to political motives. It is not the
first time politicians have used the ne-
groes for their own purposes, said
Judge Parker.
"They used them when they sad-
dled upon theme states to the south
of Maryland those people as voters.
Every intelligent man. I think, will
admit that granting a franchise to the
negro at the close of the war was a
mistake, as great a mistake for the
negro as for the white man. The ne-
gro was poor and not fitted to exer-
cise the right of franchise. Politi-
cians, for their own selfish purposes,
told him he was fitted to rule and
take possession, and many well inten-
tioned men and women joined in the
mistake.
"Notwithstanding all these difficul-
ties the two races have worked to-
gether well for the upbuilding of their
section. No like .experience in all
history ha-s been so successful. What
the south needs, and what it has a
right to ak, is understanding and con-
fidence. It does not need nor does it
desire indulgence or pity, but like any
individual or people anywhere, it
would welcome and should have sym-
pathy. She cannot be helped by pas-
sion_ She should not be subjected to
the denunciation of the demagogue
and bigot or the raving of the fran-
tic "
Mathematical.
There is a youngster in Washing-
ton, the son of a distinguished mathe-
matician, who has frequently evinced
a disposition to follow in the folt-
steps of his eminent parent.
One day the lad was glancing over
a volume of Tennyson's poems, when
he came upon the line:
Half a -league, 'half a league, half a
league onward.
"Dad," asked the boy, "did this man
Tennyson ever have any schooling?"
"Why, of course, my son!" replied
the father. "What are you thinking
of?"
" I was thinking that 'he couldn't be
much of a mathematician," rejoined
the boy. "If he meant a league and a
half, why didn't he say so."—Ex-1
Captain Bugg is manager in this
section of the country for the Hot-
comb-Hays Tie company of Chicago,
end for many years lived on North
Seventh street of this eity, but last
October moved his headquarters and
family to Florence where they make
their home.
Remains Have Arrived.
Vcst:rn.-; at 3 o'clock
time arriR d :he u 'mains of Mrs.
Clara Tanneuser cruet ‘Varrensburg,
Mo., where she died several days ago.
The body was taken to rile home of
her cousin, Mrs. Beppie Levy of Sev-
enth and Madison streets, at wffich
e:ace the funeral ceremonies will be
conducted this afternoon at 2 o'clock
by Rabbi Lovitch of Templle Israel.
Interment follows at the Jewish cem-
etery in the county beyond Arcadia.
The ipall beareec will be Oscar
Kahn, Herman Friedman, Henry
Wallerstein, 'Samuel Felz, Mike Nrich-
eel and T. Nauheim.
•••••••••••••
The result of the first six months'
working of the Simplon tunnel .have
been tabulated, and show that an
average of R,000 passenegers were car-
ried day.
If not absolutely the oldest, the
Stora Kopparbersret in Sweden is the
oldest copper mine of which there are
any official figures. It has been
worked continuously for nearly 8o0change. years.
FOR s.u.r---Drug store, stock and
I show c 4r4 ui a bargain. Apply at
the Regssier.
I ..---
I •ir cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phone%
- - — — —
FOR RENT—New brick haus..
2311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply j. B. HALL
WIHITTEAIORE REAL ESTATE'
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, See
entb and Broadway. Apply to R. '_-.
Scott.
WANTED FOk U. S. ARMY -
Able-bodied unmarried men betwees
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
Ind write English. For informatiou
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert ACCOUritia.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit book, by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, JR., 113 Pra
ternity building.
Earl Gray, gevernor-general of_Ctn-
ada, receives a sealary of $50,coo a
year.
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
;Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement]
"We KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
Phones. 010960, New 245:1 :-: Thirteenth and Adams Street






Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know bow to bay perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We knotrehow to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detotiated dime









Because it irons smothly. not
rough.
Second.
lie button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts .with Mathes
are ironed perfectly and tan-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is min-
ing.
No other late it in We* Ken-
tucky._ Satisfy yourself by








Hit hest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
ABOUT $90,000 WORTH OF
REHKOPF CLAIMS FILED
THE CREDITORS GIVEN UNTIL TOMORROW TO GO 
OVER
THE ACCOUNTS AND SEE WHICH THEY DESIRE TO 
EX-
CEPT TO, IN ORDER THAT THE TRUSTEE CAN BE
CHOSEN—GEORGE WASHINGTON GIVEN DIVORCE FROM
MARTHA WASHINGTON—ANOTHER TIME EXTENSION
GRANTED THE COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS—
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT OPENS COUNTY COURT TOMORROW.
In preparing to select a trustee to
take charge of the private business
of E. Rehkopf the creditors holding
accounts against him filed about Pp,-
000 worth of claims with Referee E.
W. Bagby of the bankrupt court yes-
terday, and the court then adjourned
the matter over until to o'clock to-
morrow morning, so that in the mean-
time each creditor can look over the
,,•laint-of the others and ascertain the
nature, of the account. It is under-
stood that a number of the claims
will he excepted to, and if the objec-
tions prove legal and sufficient the
referee sets these aside and does not
permit the holder thereof to vote in
the election of the trustee. The un-
secured claims nee the only ones
permitted to vote in selection of the
trusece, under the ordinary mode
of prodecure.
'After all the claims .are Foamed
on the trustee will then be chosen,
and Mr. Rehkopf sill turn over all
his property with exception of the
Washington street homstead and
furnishings, this being the stipulation
in the agreement of compromise. The
trustee will then sell all the prop-
erty and apply the proceeds to pa)
mg off the indebtedness.
Not Distinguished Ancestors.
An order entered up in the 'circuit
court yesterday showed that "George
Washington is granted a divorce from
Nfartha Whshington." The names are
historic and household words thc
world over. but these parties happen
to hase no connection with the Father
ei tie Country ein: rilation. as the
l'adtseabans are deo:size/ants of King
Ethiope of Africa.
The order of submission was set
aside and a report filed in the suit
of George N. Drewry against James
Dunlap.
use Julius listey company was
given judgment for $15,o against
Charles J. Kopf, and the lattcr's mort-
gaged piano was ordered sold by
the master commissioner to get
money it pay off the judgment. The
account was for the instrument that
Estey •old Kopf and which 1. unpaid
tor.
The plaintiff'- report of moneys was
confirmed in the snit of Mary E. Alli-
son. executrix of H C. Allison.
day, arc allowed for protests.
County Court.
Tomorrow is county court day, and
Judge Lightfoot will probate wills,
make settlements with guardian', ad-
ministrators and others, take up new
county road questions, and all other
business pertaining to this court.
Property Sold.
Arthur Y. Martin. trustee in bank-
ruptcy, has sold to Dr. II. T. Hessig
property on Rome be-tween Ninth
and Tenth, and some also at Eighth
and Jackson. The deed was recorded
with the county clerk yesterday.
T. T. Downey and others bought
from A. A. Hunt he- $eso land in the
Maxons Mill section of the county.
Material Lien.
Langstaff-Orm lumber company
yesterday filed in the county clerk's
office a lien for $1.063.75 claimed due
front Mrs. Laura Lassiter for lumber
furnished her in constructing a le en(
on Monroe street.
Licensed to Marry. •
The clerk issued a marriage use
to J. I.. Duns% Lath a ml Bertha
Bement
Magisterial Court.
Justice John Burnett tomorrow
morning opens his monthly term of
magisterial court at lii (-Ake on
Fourth and Jeffereon
WHY KENTUCKY SHOULD BE REPRESENTED AT THE
JANCESTOWN EXPOSITION
It is the nret and foremost child of
Virginia.
it is peopled by an enlightened and
cnterprising citizenship.
It wants to attract the attention of
STOVES AND FURNITURE' 
thc people of, this country and Eu-
rope in order to further the develop-
ment et the state.
It 'has an area of eo.00n square mile"
fit for :griculture.
It is underlaid in great part by won-
drous stores of mineral wealth.
It xtands among the foremost states
in the ncreage of its hardwood Om-
1
 ceti. .
It ha l an aggregate of ts,68o square
miles of coal bearing measure*, bite-
minout and cannel.
At least seventeen counties ef Ken-
tucky have seams of high grade cok-
ing coal.
It has four defente iron ore hori-
zens
Bay anything and sell everything.
pii-suo Court Street. Old IPboami
Clem Fran slob
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
iNcooRA r
306 B war. Day and Night
• ....atatogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and 110
excursion ont of Paducah.
177i
381fin For the Round Trip toUU Tennessee river & retie
IA a '
It is a trip of pleasure, control
end rest; good service, good takil
good rooms, etc. Boats leave rub
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. as
'For other information apply to Jai





Old Phone 40 Red.
•
PADUCAH.
it has rich deposit- of fluor spar.
lead and zinc.
It has inexhaustible quantities of
gray. buff and cream colored building
stone.
It has become one of the foremost
oil producing states.
It has the finest rock asphalt
It grows more tobacco and in big-
ger variete- than any other state or
country.
Its schools are equal to those of
any state in the n-ation.
Ninety per cent of the hemp grown
iii the United States Conies from Ken-
tucky.
It acknonledgee no superior ae a
livestock raising state.
Its (like offer unexcelled induce-
ments to manufacturers.
Over 25 other statee will he repre-
sented at the Jansestown exposition
with building s and exhibits. 
HEARTOF CHINATOWN GIRL HORSE THIEF.
TO BE WIPED OUT
I Enterprising Kentucky Young Wo-
Who Being Chased ByNew Park Will Be Leid Out on Site
of Chinks' Stronghold in
New York.
.mmm....•••••11M
,New York. Feb. 9.—The heart' of
New .York' e Chinatown was officially
wiped nut at yesterday's meeting of
the board fti estimate, when a new
park was authorized. It is upon the
block bounded by the Bovevry, Boyers,
Pell and Mott streets.
Much of the property is owned by
Chinese firms and individuals. The
iract includes the Chinese theater, the
Chineee joss-house, in which most of
the Chinese worship, and has long
been considered the most picturesque




Waihington, Feb. 9.--The hearipg
of the bill to repeal the six-cent tax
on leaf tobacco 'has been postponed
to next Monday week, the i8th. Sen-
ator afcCreary and Representatives
Stanley and James saw Senator Aid-
rich this afternoon and asked him to
have the hearing next Monday, ae
growers for whom they had wired
,'old nut reach here by tomorrose.
Ile said he could not be here next
week. bet would have the hearing on
the foliewing Monday.
proces.s makine robber from
KENTUCK1 ,vhc„t eet been invented.
ma n is
against Lola Miankin and others.
?taster Commissioner Cecil Reed was
then directed to collect the remainder
of the money from Mrs. Allison, anti
hold it subject to court orders.
The court ordered some fixtures,
patents, and other things sold in the
litigation of the City National bank
against the Rubber Grip Handle com-
pany.
County Supervisors,
Judge Lightfoot yesterday extended





As the assertion is constantly made
that the Gresham-Kurino treaty en-
titles resident Japanese to enter the
public schools of a city, and the as-
sertion is just as constantly made
that this treaty does deithing of the
kind, and as this question is to be
settled in the near future, it is as-
tonishing that the very words of the
treaty have not been appealed to.
This treaty contains twenty articles,
but the only one referring to the
rights of resident Japanese is the
first, which is, in full, as follows:
The citizens or subjects of each
of the two high contracting parties
shall have full liberty to enter, travel
or reside in any part of the other con-
tracting power, and shall enjoy full
sion of the county board of super- and perfect protection for their per-
visors, who will have finished canvass- sons and property.
ing the books by then. February 18. They shall have free access to the
the supervisors begin receiving the courts of justice in pursuit and de-
complaining property owners whose tense of their rights; they shall be
assessments have 'been, raised for at liberty equally with native citizens
county and state tax purposes. Ten or subjects to choose and employ
lawyers, advocates ape representa-
tives to pursue and defend their rights
before such courts, and in all other
matters connected with the adminis-
tration of justice they shall enjoy
all the rights and privileges enjoyed
by native citizens or subjects.
In whatever relates to rights of
residence and travel, to the possession
of goods and effects of any kind, to
the succession to personal estate by
will or otherwise and the disposal
of property of any sort and in any
manner whatsoceer which they may
lawfully acquire the citizens or sub-
jects of each contracting party shall
enjoy in the territories of the othkr
the same privileges. liberties and
rights, and shall be subject to no
higher imposts or charges in these
respects than native citizens or sub-
jects Or citizens Or subjects of the
most fasored nation. The citizens or
subjects of each of the contracting
parties shall enjoy in the territories of
the other entire liberty of conscience
and. •ubject to the laws. ordinance'
and regulations, shall enjoy the right
ef private or public exercise of their
worship, and also the right of bury-
ing their reepectiie countrymen ale
cording to their religious custone•
in such suitable and convenient places
as tiia be 'established and maintained
for that purpose
They shall not be compelled under
and pretext whatsoever to pay any
charges or taxes other to higher than
those that are or may be paid by
native citizens or subjects or 
zens and subjects of the mot favored
nation.
The citizen' it subject, tbi either
of the contracting parties reeisding
in the territories if the other 'hall
be exempted front all compulsory
military service whatsoever, whether
in the army, navy. national guard or
militia. (rem contributions imposed
in lieu of personal ssqvicc and front all
forced loans or military exaction, or
contribution..
It will be found highly interesting
to etiyone who is stodsinn this im-
portant matter to read ties article
over and ewer and see whether there
is anything in it which cntitks resi-
dent Japanese to attend a public
school maintained and governed by
a city. If it contains unything of this
kind it ntu.t be in the following
words: "In whatever relatee to rights
of residence- they shall "enjoy the
same rights as citizens or subjects
of the moet favored nation,'
It will he oyserved that the treaty
might possibly be construed ae putting
a restraint on state governments in
regard to taxes and military service
and on private corporations in regard
to the rights of travel. The in-
creases the likelihood that it may
be construed to apply to the public
schools of a city.
The meat intereeting contribution
a to the controversy is the recent letterPosse.
Owingsville. Ky.. Feb. 9.---Peae
Hue", the girl horse thief, is in trout-
Lie again. She is charged with steal-
ing a horse from John •Broadley at
'Wyoming early this morning. passing
through here about 6 o'clock going
toward Mt. Sterling. Men are after
her. She was released a few days
ago at Carlisle from jail for alleged
horse stealing.
Value of a Newspaper.
..licser took a newspaper that did
not pay me mere than I paid for it.
One time an r;ld friend of mine start-
ed a paper way down south and sent
a copy to me. and I subscribed just
to en:outage him, and after a while
it published an order to sell a lot at
public auction. So I inquired about
the lot, and told a friend to run it to
,$50. He bid the lot off at VI. and it
i sold in lees than a month for $eco. so
I made pefie clear by taking the
Paper. 'Nly father told me that when
he wa a )oung` man he saw a notice
in a paper that a school teacher Wri,
!wanted away off in a distant etnipty,
end went and got the efenation, and a
little girl wa ssent to him, and after
while, she grew tr. sweet and beatiti-
; Cul ame he married her. Now, if he
had not taken that paper, what itn you
•-n000se would have become of me?
I %%emirj have been eome other fel-
tee, eoefeett -•••
of Richard Olney to Representative
McCall in which he denies the ap-
rlicabifity of the treaty to the San
Francisco case. What Mr. Olney says
on this etthject is well worthy of re-
epeetful consideration.
Strange Capers Of Cupid tv
Wielded After a Whipping.
Charles Zacharias, a business man
if Asbury Park, believes that ro-
mance still lives. It has cost hint
Poo and a daughter to prove this
There vies a young man named
Charles Reinter paying attentions to
the daughter, pretty Nihrieticrite, two
years ago, and When he would not
desist Mr. Zacharias horsewhipped
The young man sued his father-
in-law-to-be for $s0000 damages and
got Saw. That ended the ease,
thought tile father. But it didn't, for
last week the pretty Marguerite ran
away and married her Charles, and
the pair are now waiting to be for-
given. Probably they will be.
Wadded to Huatettsd's "Shadow."
A New Yorker, a wealthy barber,
whose name is for the present with-
held, married two years ago a youirg
woman who had ben employed as a
manicure in one of his shops. He be-
came insanely jealous of her, and
without any reason whatever. To such
an extent did his suspicions go that
at last lie engaged a detective to
"shadow" the beautiful young wife
and make daily reports of her actions,
For weeks the sleuth followed the
barber's wife and turned in a daily
report of her actions. These dis-
closed nothing to which the husband
could have objected. but he was dis-
appointed and kept the detective to
his work. Finally the woman became
aware that she was being shadowed
and turned on the detective, who told
her everything.
The young woman was enraged at
her husband's suspicions, and her /ow
for hum turned to hate. She resolved
to obtain a divroce, and the services
of the same detective were employed
to *raze the husband in his daily
affairs. The sleuth had better suc-
cess in this than in his shadowing of
the wife, and the evidence was se-
cured that led to a divorce. Then the
romantic happened The wife fell in
love with the detective, who had long
admired her, and lass week they were
married.
Fir* Wife Helps Seculars Wedding.
Sometimes a divorce entails no aeri-
 e.. and sometimes it does. In the
caw of William F. Blauvelt it did not
%cern in bring about an> -hard feel-
ings." Mr. Blauvelt married Miss
Sarah Smith, two years ago. at Rock-
stile Centre. They de 
u
l not live hip-
oily, and after a rear:, residence n•
tier the same roof he gave her ssliat
‘the. -••th beliesest constituted a di-'-. •••-•w• 1-11 ••..11 1-v i.0-•. •,0
Cr.••••.r C. C.astuutr. am) Ur. Cerro
see- and she w'-r.- wefltled,
1- us as o111)P • ,•'I ••• r.:1•01 ' •
nert. therefoce, when her tirat hus-
band met Mies Flerepee Fitzgerald.
of zeo Jay street. Brooklyn. and •••
4 ISOUr 1.• marry her. that his Gest mil-
•hould be willire to help a;ong with
the ceremony. This %he b) acting
as bridesmaid, and after the ucclil.iiit
orcrailed on the harm"- new pair to
come eiel boerd with her and her leis-
lhand at ga East Third -erect. Brook,
lyn.
Alas! for the arranvemi lit The
us- Mrs. Illetivelt found out that no
le.ed divorce had existed between her
to•oiasid and his first wife, and sited
1.;•••• ror bigamy. The caw soon
be ••••tled.
The Phonocard.
A phonocard has been invented lo
a German which is finding much
favor abroad. A description of the
novelty is as follows: For producing
the phonographic postal card an ap-
paratus is used which records the hu-
man voice upon a piece of pasteboard
of the form of the card, which, it is
elairnci, has many adeamages over
writing, as it cannot be deciphered
except by a reproducing machine. The
recording of the human voice is done
by an ordinary phonograph of simple
construction by means of a pencil
with a sapphire point. This pencil
makes it; impression upon a suitable
substance called "sonorine" spread
upon the surface of the card. The
sonorinc. which can be easily spread
over pasteboard, possesses all the
properties of a wax cylinder, and is in
reality the invention. The signs arc
impressed its the form of a,spiral. be-
ginning at the margin of the card and  
ending in a very small circle, and are
impressed so deeply that the stamping
by the postal authorities can only de-
stroy twit or three words. The card
His Mama Wouldn't Let Him.
Dowq in Richmond, Va., Miei Misf-
its Striplett still wake at the church
for Frank Tucker, who was to have
married her on January 12, and did
not put in an appearance. It was not
because his "wife N% ouldn't let him,"
but for the reason that his fond
ma.rnma would not allow him to leave
the home, as she failed to approve of
the marriage. The wedding party had
assembled and no word came front the
missing bridegroom Finally the state
of. affairs was discovered, and an ap-
peal was made to his mother to un-
lock the doors of the house and let
him out. She would not do so, and
the wedding party broke up. At last
accounts Frank is still in durance vile
and mother holds the key.
Being Mad Made Hie Fortune.
Sometimes love does not bring
about happy marriages, and the un-
successful parties are generally wry
.unhappy  However, in the ease of %V,
C. Scranton, formerly of New York,
now of Cape Breton, unrequited affec-
tion had its recompense. Twenty-five
years ago he was jilted by a young
woman in New York city, and went
away. Ife landed in Cape Breton and
began v..andering among the moun-
trains of that northern region One
day he found a piece of quartz that
looked odd. Ire found that it con-
tained gold, and win to work to file
mining claim.. Since then these mines
hare developed to such au extent that
today Mr. Scranton is tremendously
rich, tlicugh still unmarried.
Hera's a Quadruple: Zlopeoisat.
In Fort Plains, N. Y.. elopements
are few and far between but when
they do occur they come in pairs.
Take the cases of harry F. Stichel
and Postmaster Alex. Turnbull, for
instance, who disappeared one day
last week at the same time, as did the
kliisses Eliza Gee and May Doyle
Both !lie rids were numbered
amour the sAll-o.e beauties, yet no
lose ?flair on • of either hail
ever been known Suddenly they
were gone—so were the 'Messrs. Turn
bull and Stichel. The quartet have
now been located in South Dakota,
where Mr. Turnbull has become the
linsbatri of Miss Gee and Miss Doyle
has changed her name to Stiehel
CITY WINS IN SKID FIGHT
Court Upholds Right to Remove Side-
walk Obstructions
Chis•ago, Fels 0. -The skid fight be-
tween the aucrehuauit. and the cl) was
decided ut favor of t:w city jester-
day ti) Judge kfIcEve, ii *kin held that
the city had the authority summarily.
to ...ciliume the stilewalk obstructions.
The decosiin nai given in the case of
the injunction •int of John A Tol-
man & Co. against the city. judge
McEseen ;Mee id the injunction 114'
cured by the company to stand pend-
ing the result of ate appeal, but he
dismissed the bill of complaint and
intimaoel that if the city insisted
the &cis;  eould favor it
Notice of an appeal na• at neer given
by .attiorney .%thereit.
The elsurelie• err thi l'Or1111(11e‘e
polling places and vote. in Portugal
re cast nowhere else..
VALENTINES!! 9 to
COMICS, CELLULOID AND SILK NOVELTIES. postal cards *.
and dainty little remembrance" for St. Valentine's day. Come early
to secure choice selection.
We offer some especially Ene values in postal card albums from
:toe to $2.00-
D. E. Witt Book albWilsons Music Man
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Miss Julia Scott of Eighth and
Madison is hostess for the next ses-
sion of the Magazine club, Thursday
February 23.
Dame Tomorrow Evening.
Messrs. Joseph Fisher and George
Holliday entertain tomorrow eveniug
with a dance at the Eagles' hall on
Sixth and Broadway. The list for the




An afternon in "Musical Interpre-
tation" was spent Thursday by 'lit..
Crescendo club at the studio of Miss
Virginia Newell of North Seventh
street. The program teemed with fine
numbers rendered charmingly by the
apt artists of the cultured body.
--*--
Delphic Club.
At roll call Tuesday morning the
Delphic club ladies responded wits
quotations from the "Spanish Stud-
ent." while "Lope de Vega" and his
alliance with the Spanish drama was
told of entertainingly by Mrs. James
A. Rudy. "The Arab Soul In Span-
ish Feathers" as taken from Calderoo
was presented by Mrs. Louis M.
'Rieke, Sr.
The program for this week is:
I. The expulsion of the hloriscoes—
Mrs. Lillard Sanders
2. Den Juan of Austria—Mr
Frank I- Scott.
Aranjuez—"A Castle in the
411 --Mrs. George C. Wallace
Schwarz-Loeb Nuptials.
Miss Mauve Schwarz of pklahoma
City. and Mr Sydney Loeb of Padu-
fah will be married next Thursday,
the ceremony occurring at the resi-
dence of the bride in that city, fol-
lowed ly departure of the happy pair
on a wedding tour to New York,
Niagara Falls, Washington and other
Points Mr. Loeb leaves today for
Oklahoma City, and March I returns
with Ins lifemate to take up their
abode at the handsome Loeb home
on Fifth and Broadway, where they
remain until the new residence is
finished at Fountain avenue and
Ifirostsm,y
Very beautiful is the charmoig
bride, who is one of Oklahoma City's
I society belles, and will be warmly
• 01 welcomed here by the community.
The groom is of the wholesale firm
of Loeb & Bloom on North Second
Street, and one of Paducah's most
atobstannal and reliable young bust-
,es, men of recognized ability and
• integrity, lie atands high in the corn-
& munity and is well thought of by all.
He t, the oldest son of Mrs. Reuben
Loeb. ni,low of 4 'ne of Paducah's
Monet- and wealthic.t business men
Mrs. Loeb and Mr. Jesse Loeb
leave tomorrow for the nuptials. being
joined at St Louis by Miss Florence
Loeb who is attending the musical
conservatory at Indianapolis. Ind. Mr
Jesse Loeb will be beo man for the
event.
Celebrated Reader.
Regarding the appearance at Grand
Rapid:, Mich., of Professor S. H.
Clark, who entertains here at The
• Kentucky next month under auspices
of The Women's club, The Herald of
Grand Rapids say..
"Professor S. II. Clark of the
University-of Chicago gave 1 reading
of Stephen Phillips' "Ulysses," before
an audience composed almost entirely
of teachers of the board and others
interested in, educational matters.
"Professor Clark is a dramatis-
reader of great intellectual force, keen.
interpretive insight, strong power,
and withal, is giftedl with that subtle
element called, for lack of better
term, magnetism. Professor Clark's
voice is also of a rich, well modulated
quality, which expressed the various
shades of emotion and degrees of pas-
sion with equal ease and effectiveness.
"Mr. Clark is notably free from
affectation or manerisms, and he is
at all time simple, direct, and natural.
"Stenhen Phillips' "Ulysses" is
strongly dramatic. yet Mr. Clark's
rendering was never overacted. He
was at no time inclined to "tear a
passion to tatters," but the dramatic
climaxes were strong and forceful.
The literary quality also was re-
vealed with a most appreciative dear-
ness. Ile gave it all a vitalizing
touch. Ifs' trade it armeal to the
imagination with a vividness which




President Roosevelt has accepted
an invitation to make the principa:
address at the exercises, which will.
be held February 12, 190o. on the farm
in Lame county on which Abraham
Lincoln was born. This will he the
Tooth anniversary of President Lin-
coln's !nrth.
While the celebration is two years
if it is certain the president will let
no event he cats r'nntreil interfere. \telt








A number of Loglish school teach-
ers are visiting America to inspect the
American system of education,brought
to this country at the suggestion of
Mosely. These teachers, 'says the
New York Evening Post, are nothing
if not serious and intent on their
mission. "They are here with note-
books and busy pencils. There will
be much to report when duty calls
them back to their English school
rooms." Whatever, says the New
York Post, they may think about our
methods of instruction, they are en-
thusiastic about our equipment, and,
says the same paper: "If the Eng-
lish woman is delighted with our
background she : is frankly amazed at
our apparent easy-going methods.
Our classes appear to the English
teachers smaller than theirs, and the
teachers have snore leisure to cover
the necessary ground. 'I used to
think I worked hard,' said a public
high school teacher after a chat with
an English visitor, 'but I begin to
wonder if we really do as much as we
think.'"
Probably an interchange of visits
between the different sections of this
country might be of mutual benefit. If
the Louisville school board, for in-
stance, woukt send twenty-five teach-
ers to Boston or to the northwest.
those teachers might give more to the
school system of Louisville than the
same money could purchase in any
other v.:ay.
The importance of education is
shown rot merely by looking at the
individual school of one city, but by
taking s survey of the school system
of the country and the revenues con-
tributed for its support. During the
year tpos, according to the federal
commissioner, this country spent on
its public schools $376.91:05473. Or
more than seven times the total reve-
nue of the federal government when
Buchanan was president.
This is a vast stun of motley. It is
a tremendous body of stored energy
that has to be expended every year,
and the men responsible for it should
see that it is expended to good pur-
pose. It is something more than an
expenditure, it is an investment, and
it ought to return many fold to the
whole country what is here distributed
In ilifsa there were 225 coDepes and
universities and 513 in 1905. In 1860
there were 21000 college and univer-
sity students, and ta6,000 in 1905. The
last half century. says the conunis-
sioner, has been the remaking of our
higher education.
In the two great military conflicts
oI the past generation the victory has
none to the schoolmaster. It w MI the
school training of the German people
that gave them their victory over
France. It was the education of the
Japanese, special and general, that
gave Japan its victory over Russia.
Today in any conflict, peace or war,
intellectual or industrial, literary or
commercial, the victory will be with
the best educated community_
GREAT VICTORY FOR
THE GOVERNMENT
Honduras Lottery Broken Ur,. and
Its Officers Throw up the Sponge.
Chicago, Feb. 9—A dispatch to the
Tribune from WIashington says:
Apparently the government has
won an extraordinary victory as a re-
sult of the prosecutions it has in-
stituted against the managers and
agents of the Honduras lottery.
Suits have been brought in various
plases throughout the country, one
indictment has been piled anon an-
other. and things have been made
so hot for the lottery people that they
have thrown up the sponge and have
"one out of business. At least they
assert that this is So, hat to •estre
assurance doubly sure, the govern-
ment proposes to press some of the
indictments to a speedy trial in the
hope of breaking up the entire ma-
chnery of one of the most dangerous
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totirrcct Wan pity
for
(Homer Davenport, in Chicago Ex-
aminer.)
New York, Feb. 9.—I have been at
a good many trials where the penalty
was death—trials that involved men,
from Captain Dreyfus down to the
lowest murderer. I have heard pass-
ages of evidence in some of those
trials that moved one's emotions.
But I have never seen a courtroom
universally affected as was the court-
room that morning when Florence
Evelyn Nesbit-Thaw told of the
tragedy of Madison Square Garden
tower; not of the tragedy of the roof
garden, but of a colder-blooded plot
that took place in the tower, Where
she, a little girl in short dresses of
sixteen years, was enticed by a sly,
grinning man; not a fool that had
stumbled Onto his prey, but a well-
bred, cultured, talented man.
I thought as Evelyn Nesbit-Thaw
took the stand, with her veil lifted,
bow beautiful such a girl could be if
she had been properly protected at
home. Her hair was as carelessly
unkempt as a school girl's that Sad
romped across some field in a heavy
dew going to 1 country school.
Lesson Young Oirle Moak! Have
Heard in Detail.
She didn't look more than seven-
teen, and her voice was as sweet as a
voice could be. Her eyes quickened
and her speech trembled a little as
she told of seeing 'her husband shoot
Stanford White.
And the judge even leaned heavily
on his left elbow to catch her words
when, at !he request of Mks Delon's,
she repeated the story the had told
Harry Thaw in Paris—the reasons
she gave when she refused his first
offer of marriage.
If I am correct in my impressions,
Evelyn Nesbit was a chorus girl and
a dancer. She never had speaking
parts, and the story she told sounded
like a true story. I doubt if any girl
could have memorized such a story.
so straiginforward and with such a
ring sf sincerity slid she speak. It
was a pity to waste such a sermon on
such an audience. If its dramatic
ghastliness could have been heard by
all ten-year-old girls of the world, it
would save many an innocent life
For a man to sit and listen to the
story of such an elaborate trap by
tech a crafty person as Stanford
White waa smolt" to make you real-
ize that after all man can be the low-
((life
est animal, because of his ability to
deceive.
Killed in Building He Had Built as
Trap,
When this pale little girl had told
of the beautiful swings where Stan-
ford White swung them till their
dainty young feet pierced a large Jap-
anese umbrella hung on the ceiling
you could almost imagine this fine,
benevolent man, who had taken so
much fatherly interest in young girls'
decaying teeth, and had fixed up a
tower where they could come and en-
joy their dolls and play "keep house'
as a kind-hearted gentleman whose
delight was to amuse an educate the
young.
If such had been the case, what a
beautiful monument the tower of
Madison Square Garden would be to
point out to visitors to the city.
"There is where Stanford White
entertained little children as he would
were they his own daughters; where
he had swings and children's dinners
and entertainments."
But that was not true. Instead, this
poorly advised little girl's story will
be believed b yevery soul that heard
it, and when you have heard it and
then look at that tower, you will
shudder. You will almost believe that
Stanford White built it for the pur-
pose for which he used it, and little
wonder that his crime overtook him
in the %soy building he had planned.
Tears in Eyes of Judge He Dared Not
Wipe Away.
had given my seat by the re-
porter's table to nother writer, and
was back among some strong, ma-
ture men. When this frail. girl told
her story these men shuddered and
grew pale. I saw tears glistening in
Judge Fitzgerald's eyes that he didn't
dare wipe assay.
Distinguished women writers that I
have seen in alnioat every great crimi-
nal trial in recent years were almost
crying aloud.
hre. Jerome was as pale and nerv-
ous as was Harry Thaw the first day
of the trial.
Never was such a moment in a
courtroom. •
Bailiffs tried not to show emotion,
but did, and while every eye was wet,
a stern, white haired, well-groomed
man, sitting next to me, leaned over
and, with a trembling whisper. said:
"I believe that story is truer'
••=•••
lihrente Firbiters Of Child-
tt n's fate
You may make your child also )ott
pllease, you will certainly make of
your child whatever he becomes,
whethcr the result pleases you or not.
Said a celebrated French infidel.
"Give me the first five years of a
child's life and I will so fix its opin-
ion that no amount of religious teach-
ing will ever effect it," the mobilita
of a child's mind is so great that early
impressions are never effaced, and the
testimony of many a man has been
that his mother's prayers and pious
example have saved him, although she
passed away in their early youth. It
is wed authenticated that the charac-
ter and physical appearance have both
been greatly modified and changed by
a foster mother, or nurse. who never
saw the child after it was two years
old. The power of example ie enor-
mous, and what parents do will have
greater weight in framing the child's
character than all the good advice
they can give. Hence you might to
be extremely careful not to indulge
any mean act, or hypocrisy, or deceit
of any kind before a child. Children
are sharper than you think; they no-
tice every little thing that is out of
the ordinary channel.
The common siu of affectation, or
pretense to being what one is not, is
easily detected by a child. Backbit-
ing, tale-bearing and eavesdropping
ate common evils in many families
which pass for well conducted, moral
and even religious.
The parents go on the plan of the
horseracing parson, who told his flock
'to do as I tell you and not as I do."
But children arc not apt to grow up
with a high sense of morals under
these circumstances.
"Let us play we are married," said
little Edith, "and I will bring my
dolly and say, 'sec baby, papa.'
"Yes," replied Johnny, "and I will
say, 'don't bother me now: I want to
look over the paver.'" Children have
strange ideas of grown folks' ways,
now don't they? But we have known
a preacher with a family of boys who
out things off in ittat that way when
they crowded about him and asked for
rrio-nents' time. Can you wonder
that those boys, now young men, are
eiving him a great deal of trouble
with their wicked ways? It is a mat-
er of astonishment to a reflective
mind that so many good men and
flood women arc to be found in the
world. A large portion of them have
$•ad little help from their parents to-
wards forminee good. sound. moral
eharneters. The earelesanees, the in-
eoneiderat:ons and incomidatetrev with
which narente tie COMO, 'to
th.eir aildrcu is 4ctcztallc to $:'y the
least. On the spur id the moment-
vimething is commanded, or a correc-
tion made, or reproof administered.
which contains not a shadow of jus-
tice, but the parent is supreme law,
judge and executive officer all in one,
and a hearing, decision and execution
sometimes follow each other so rap-
idly that one's bead swims to think of
it. But my dear parent, if you find
that you have wronged your child, do
not hesitate to beg his or her pardon
humbly and sincerely, and acknowl-
edge the wrong. Take back and undo
the harm as far as you can, and thus
set an example of moral bravery
which will dwell in your child's mem-
ory through all eternity.
A powerful example for evil, in
many of our American home', is the
way our servants are treated. Chil-
dren learn an arrogance, an overbear-
ing spirit, which renders them dis-
agreeable and unpopular all their lives
Gentleness, firmness. cheerfulness,
evenness of temper. all go to make
the character of a model parent.
Mike your home cheerful and beauti-
'ful if you would have beautiful chil-
dren, and see them go out into the
world and make you proud and happy
by their lives.. Why not train up your
boys to follow the same profession or
business and the one that you delight
in. I know that this directly opposed
to all our American traditional usage.
but it is the thing to do.
Charles Spurgeon was the son and
grandson of preachers.
Our family physician is the son of
a physician.
John Adams was president of the
United States, his son John Quincy
Adams, also became president.
The most successful farmer we have
ever yet known descended from a
long line of farmers, certainly, all
things being equal, your boys will be
best fitted to follow the business you
follow when he is ready to go at this
life's work, if you have had, your
heart :n your work enough to mag-
nify it in his presence.
A word to mothers who are bearing
the burden of responsibility alone. Do
not despair, nor grow weary; espe-
cially if you arc a christian, you have
no cause to despair; and if you are
not a christian your first duty- is to
become one. Do not wait, but for
your child's sake, at least, come to the
source of all wisdom, that you may re-
ceive guidance whence 'here is no
possibility of a mistake. Timothy was
made ready and preparea. for the
Lord, and that, too, by his ',rand-
mother and mother, while it is very
likely that his father was even op-
posed to it, as he was a Greek. Let
chriatiau mothers who unfortunately
•••••••••••••••••t••••••••
• • B. F. Sears
# DRAWING FERTILIZERS *
• FROM THE AIR. * PRACTICAL SURVEYOR
**************************
(Chicago Examiner.)
Electricity turned to practical uses Old
has accomplished few more surprising
and at the same time useful things
than the transformation of the nitro-
gen of the air directly into fertilizers
for the soil.
It gives one an astounding impres-
sion of man's rapid conquest over na-,
ture to see rich nitrate's., comparable
in quality with those furnished by the
celebrated nitrate beds of Chile.
formed from the simple blowing of
air over broad disks of electric flame
—for that is; in substance, the new
process of making artificial fertilizers
as pr.icticed at Notodden, in Norway.
The manufacture of nitrates, al-
though only a year or so old, is al-
ready carried out upon a conwnercial
scale, atsd many of the foremost au-
thorities in England and on the con-
tinent have pronounced it completely
successful.
Tt is cnly a few years ago that Sir
William Crookes made the startling
prediction that the grain fields of the
world would shortly become unable
to supply the increasing demand for
bread unless some substitute could be
found for the nitrates derived from
Ole natural deposits in Chile. Those
deposits, he showed, could not last,
and the only recourse that he could
suggest was to the nitrogen of the
atmo.phere. If that could be utilized
—an-d lie thought it could—the grain
fields of the world weeds} be saved.
What was but a chemist's dream
then has become a reality now, and
fertilizing material is drawn from the
air as from an inexhaustible fountain.
A few cubic miles of air taken any-
where contain more nitrogen than is
locked up in all the nitrate beds in the
world. In one sense, this discovery
ia for the special benefit of the white
races of mankind. Ciookes, when he
gave his warning and made his pre-
diction, pointed out that the white
races are the bread eaters, while the
yellow races of the orient are rice
caters, and the special value of in-
trates is that they are indispensable to
maintain the wheat and rye, the corn
and potatoes of the western world.•,
DID A METEORITE CAUSE
THIS RAILROAD ACCIDENT?
Although the report that a meteor-
ite, which was watehed in its flight by
several observers, caused the explo-
sion of; powder car, by which twenty
persons lost their lives at Sandford,
Inds ,ei January 19, may seem to be
rather a hint for a story writer than
1 record of actual occurrence, yet it
ncannot be denied that a accident of
this kind is possible.
There is no fact of astronomy bet-
ter essablished than that of the fall
upon the earth of masses of iron and
i
i
one, coming from celestial space
th the initial speed of planets in
cir orbits. The description of the
eteorite peen by Mr. R. E. Drown.
of Paris, Ill.. and by other persons,
darting in the direction of the place
where the mysterious accident oc-
stirred. accords well with the known
peculiarities of those bodies. The im-
coact of a fragment of the bursting
!rase with the powder car might
easily have caused an explosion, for
meteorites on striking the ground
sometimes penetrate to a depth of
several feet. There are perhaps half
a dosen cases on record of persons
billed or of buildings damaged by fall-
ing meteorites.
Such i accident; would doubtless be
tufficiently.common to attract general
attention to thie source of danger for
the inhabitants of the earth if meteor-
ites were as numerous as ordinary
meteors (Sr falling stars. The latter,
millions of which enter the earth's
atmosphere every year. are so insig-
nificant in -sass rha. t'ie heat deed-
°tied by fr' lioi-. Coe ',sae,. them at a
height of many miles above the
around. The meteorites, on the other
hand, are heavy masses which get
through the air and reach thst earth's
surface. The number falling in a year
is unknown, and. estimates range from
less than a hundred op to three or
four thousand. Sometimes they seem
to come in flocks. But even if sev-
eral thousand strike the earth every
year the danger that any particular
person or spot will be hit is infinite-
simal. Still the mere existence of
that danger, however remote, makes
a strong appeal to the imagination.
Like the lightning's stroke, it reminds
us of pawers above the earth that can




Louisville, Feb. o—Unless plans
niscarry, the new Mary Anderson
theatre, at the southwest corner of
Faerth avenue and Chestnut street,
will open on Monday evening, March
it. •
This 'is the date which was indicated
to John W Sanders, the real estate
vont, who is associated in the same
dike with Peter Lee Atherton. owner
of the new theatre, by C. M'. Wil-
l:sons, of the firm of Schubert &
who was in the city yesterday. Mr.
Atherton is out of the city at present.
County Work a Specialty,
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ice on Sunday was prohibited to Bos-
tonians, remark-s the Detroit Fre,_,
Press, we thought they never neede_
may have irreligious husbands. take ice.
encouragement. The charms of a
pious mother's life is often too mighty Somehow the average man doesn't
for evil itelpence of an 'ungodly feel culled upon to worry 
over the
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L. & N. Trait. Mixed Up With All
Manner of Fatalities.
Clark_sville. Tenn., Feb. 9.—Louis-
silk mid Nashville passenger train.
:Nit.. tog, leaving Memphis last night
and reaching Clarksville this morning
irom all accounts had a most extra-
ordinarily grewsome journey. In the
baggage car on leaving Memphis was
'a corpse. During the journey and
liefore reaching MrKenzie a woman
passenger died and her body was left
at McKenzie. Between Memphis and
'AicKenzie also a man was suddenly
seized with illness, and he was carried
irom the train to die
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
EVERYBODY WANTS TO FUR
NISH THE MATERIAL AND
EQUIPMENT FOR ROAD.
The Interurban People Expect to Be-
gin Work on the Line By the
Time Spring Opens.
I Messrs H.' II. Loving. B. II. Scott
L' and others promoting the new eke-
trie interurban railroad between here
S and Hickman, Ky., are receiving cor-
respondence from big factories the
rt icountry over, the latter wanting to
K furnish cars, rails and other material
I for the project, which is a sure go.A number of representatives of out-
side concerns have called on them
looking for contracts, but it is too
early for that feature of the under-
taking, which does not come up until
the work of securing the right-of-way
and surveying thc course to be taken
being done.
The company has established head-
__  quarters in the front office to right of
the fraternity building main entrance
and arc furnishing the office hand-
somely.
The financia' ;noires tve now
being marked out by those behind the
project, and everything has long aince
been arranged for a wealthy Nca-
York Ism of brokers to float the
bonds.
The stockholders expect to have
things 'Lady to start work on the
road le,- the time spring opens well.
1 C. E.- Jennings has moved his Real
' Estate and Insurance office from
Fraternity Building across the street
to lower floor of Trueheat Bnilcliffg,
No. 524 Broadway.
The total number of immigrant- to
the United States, 19,6, was 1,too,73,5.
LITTLE ONES
TAKEN AWAY
MR. JOHN W. HUTCHENS LEFT
WITH PARTY OF HOME-
LESS WAIFS.
They Will Be Given the Good and
Tender Care Shared Equally By
All at the Society's Home.
At noon yesterday Mr John W.
Hutchens. of the Children's Home so-
ciety at Louisville; left for that city
with the six little children that will be
aken' care of by the institution and
found 'homes with good families.
Three of the little fellows were
brothers. eons of the late Mrs.
Maud Schrand, who burned to death
at her home on North Tenth street
several weeks ago. The others were
brought here from Murray by Mr.
Hutchen, and picking up in this city
the Sclwand chaps, all were carried
away.
The society keeps the little ones at
the home until good famiiles adopt'
them, and even when this latter is
done, the society does not give up
complete control of the little ones.
but reserves the right of taking them
out of the care of any family adopting
them, provided the little boys and
girls are not treated right.
Mr. Hutchens finds many children
over the state who are physically de-
fective, and it is hard to get any fam-
ily to adopt them, so the society ls
preparing to raise funds for erection
of a hospital home in which these dis-
abled ones will be kept.
kotice, Removal of Maccabees.
reicl• -th Tent No 47, will hereaf-
:.•- tegu:ar i :views in the
ellow'• Hall, corner Fifth
aed Broaeoray. All Sir Knights please
take notice of the change. James






Bert Roberts Not Yet Captured By
the Officers, Who Are Alert—
Two Cases in Police Court.
Mrs. Bondurant, of Fifth and Nor-
ton streets, telephoned Chief James
Collins yesterday to "look out for my
one-eyed yellow pony," which got out
of the stable at her home. Mrs. Bon-
durant did not want the animal to get
taken up by the official stock catcher
and she be fined for violating the or-
dinance. The officers arc now looking
for the "one-eyed yellow pony" that
will be "shoed" back into the stable
when caught.
---
Beet Still Non Eat.
Bert Roberts is still non est and
cannot be found by the police depart-
ment, which is keeping a close look-
out for him, He is the smoothest lit-
tle rascal "that ever came over the
pike" and the officers say it is dol-
lars to doughnuts he will give them
"the heel dust" when he is run across.
Police Court.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Anthony Owen, colored, was held
over to the grand ury in $300 bond on
the charge of stealing an axe front
County Jailer James Eaker and sell-
ing it to Clem Francioli. the second-
hand dealer of lower Kentucky ave-
nue. for the sum of is cents.
Annie Singleton and Will Hall. col-
ored, were fined Sao and cost' each oil
the charge of fighting.
Read the Sunday Post-Dispatch
for Thaw trial during the past week.





Union Labor Against Opponents of
Child Labor Bill in Indiana.
1 inhanapolio ' .d.. Fcb. 0. —.Sas
L'embers o' ndiars... zenctal as-
sembly ars . back •i of s'zg -
anizcd labor ..;..see.y of tmar sote•
on the child labor bill and it, con-
stquent, defeat The members thu,
• under the ban arc Fitch snti Carmi-
chael, of Delaware counts, ondo and
McEvoy, of Grant couiry, "1;..1-nton,
of Floyd county. and Baltzel. of Gib-
son county 0. P. Smith, vice presi-
dent of the American Federation of
Labor, who has been trying to forct
the child labor bill through tre legis-
lature, placed these representatives
on the black list, charging them with
pernicious activity :n opposit  to
the bill.
Those who opposed the measure de-
elated that the only point to the bin
was that boys should not work at
night: that the moral conditions in
factories were no worse at night than
in the daytime, and that the passagc
of the bill would drive every glas-
factory from the state. It was this
line of argument that led to its de
feat
OUT EN MASSE.
Roller Skaters Out by tAt Hundreds
Over City Yesterday.
Yesterday bring a nice, warm day.
and also a holiday for the school di!-
ten,
t-
d  the smooth concrete walks in
she court house square were literally
alive with boys and girls enjoying
roller skating. The walks were
congested so one coulli hardly get
along and the young folks spent 'hours
indulging in the jolly and healthy est-
i
er clhei.s .
skaters could also be seen by .
the hundreds on every concrete pave-
ment over the city.
Mangum Lodge, I. O. O. F.
All members of Mangum lodge, No.
ai, I. 0. 0, F., arc requested to be
p:esent at 7:30 o'clock Thursday ev-
cring, February 14, as imporjant busi-
ness will be up.








FOR TNE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PeITAAT
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Cffice and Elevator 2nd .& Ohio
CITARANCt SAW











EVER HELD IN PADUCAH. THE PRICES ON ALL
LINES HAVE BEEN CUT, AND
Cut Deep
SUITS
ROUND CUT AND DOUBLE BREASTED IN WORSTEDS.
CASSIMERES, CHEVIOTS. THIBETS, CLAYS GRANITES
AND MELTON. MADE IN LATEST STYLES.
MEN'S "1 011
SUITS IP a • 7 LP UP
BOYS'
SUITS 69 Cts up
OVERCOATS
BOX EFFECTS AND LONG AND MEDIUM LENGTHS IN






CRAVENETTE COA4S AN BLUE AND BLACK SUITS IN-





We have added a tew more broken
lots of shoes to our
sa.e1E3
Special Shoe Sale. It you have not bought a
pair of these celebrated Crossett $4 and $5
shoes you had better do so and save et) tio




WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE
i•
•
•
4
4
•
4
• 
41
4
4
4
•
p•
94.
